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Featured Books

John Flanagan
Warhammer 40,000
Jack Campbell
Larry Correia
Charlaine Harris
Kevin Hearne
Stephen Wallenfels
Vernor Vinge
Jeff Grubb
Michelle Sagara

The Invaders Brotherband 2 in paperback.
Architect of Fate in paperback
Invincible The Lost Fleet Beyond the Frontier 2 in hardcover.
Monster Hunter Legion in hardcover.
Deadlocked - Sookie Stackhouse 12 in trade paperback.
Tricked Iron Druid Chronicles 4 in paperback.
Pod in paperback.
The Children of the Sky Zones of Thought 3 in paperback.
Star Wars Scourge in paperback.
Silence - Queen of the Dead 1 in hardcover.

News
Reward Vouchers have been generated, based on purchases from the previous 6 months. Ask us for details.
ZineWest is an annual publication and competition for new writers who live, study or work in Western Sydney
or attend a local writers' group. Enter by 31st May for a $400 prize. Details: http://zinewest.blogspot.com.au/
Arthur C Clarke Award 2011 winner is The Testament of Jessie Lamb by Jane Rogers.
Jack Chalker’s series River of the Dancing Gods, which has been out of print for years, is going to be
republished in 2013.
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Gaming at Infinitas
Our Magic the Gathering Avacyn Restored pre-release event was highly
successful, with many MTG gamers participating. There was competition for
chairs and tables as the low level D&D table was running at the same time.
Saturday mornings are turning into gaming events with something happening
most weeks. The new MTG set Avacyn Restored is now released with Fat
Packs, boosters and decks available.

Gamers Wanted
Classic Battletech: An Infinitas regular is looking for gamers to play the tabletop miniature game Classic
Battletech. Ask at the shop for contact details.
Star Wars KOTOR RPG: We are looking for players to participate in a D&D style d20 game, set in the Star
Wars universe Knights of the Old Republic era. Player characters will be provided. Ask at the shop for Justin’s
contact details.

External Events
Winterfest is a festival of medieval re-enactments and related arts held in Parramatta Park on the weekend of
30th June and 1st July 2012. This is a brilliant weekend with sword fighting, archery, craft displays, full contact
jousting, falconry, stalls and more. Last year Infinitas ran a stall, and we can say it was a friendly crowd.
http://www.winterfest.com.au/
OzTrek 8 Assimilate is a Star Trek convention held on 24-06-2012 at The Sebel Parramatta, 350 Church Street
Parramatta. Attending will be Jeri Ryan (Borg Seven of Nine from Star Trek Voyager) and Manu Intiraymi
(Icheb from Star Trek Voyager). http://www.cultureshockevents.com/index.php/events/oztrek-8-assimilate

Best Sellers for April 2012
General Release
A Rising Thunder
David Weber
Fair Game
Patricia Briggs
Armored
Adams, et al
Dance with Dragons
George R. R. Martin
The Canavan
Trudi Canavan
Wise Man's Fear
Patrick Rothfuss
A Clash of Kings
George R. R. Martin
Dark Divide
Jennifer Fallon
Singularity
Ian Douglas
A Game of Thrones
George R. R. Martin

Media and Games Related Titles
Dark Ascension Booster
Magic the Gathering
Innistrad Booster
Magic the Gathering
Single Loose Dice
Dungeons & Dragons
Legion of the Damned
Warhammer 40,000
Dangerous Delves
D&D Miniatures
Micro Figure
Doctor Who
Heroes and Monsters
Pathfinder Miniatures
Void Stalker
Warhammer 40,000
Rise of the Governor
Walking Dead
Shada
Doctor Who

Ebooks
Our ebook system is up and running in beta stage, and we are now selling
ebooks. Further upgrades are expected. Thank you to those who have
provided your feedback - it has been forwarded to the developers. Extra
feedback is always welcome. Buy your ebooks from us at:
http://

infinitas.readcloud.com
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Readers’ Reviews
Feel free to submit a book review for us to publish. If you have read a book and have an opinion on it, share it with the
other readers in our community. In the shop we have several books for which we are seeking reviewers, and would
exchange for a review.

Vulpi by Kate Gordon reviewed by Len Newland
http://www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781742752365

This book is young adult (14-16 yo girls) werewolf type fantasy fiction, except there are
no wolves (I think), although as the title implies there are werefoxes. The first chapter is
labelled “1”, but the book is uncompleted Volume 2 (at least) of a serial, indicated on
my proof copy only by the footnote in the rear cover blurb; there’s no title reference to
the previous volume(s), and the uninformed buyer can be trapped. In this instalment,
first person character Cat Conno lly (16 yo) is reconciled to being a “thyla”, having
somehow become one previously, but is still left to finish off the bad guys.
Lacking a catchup opening, this book needs to be read after the preceding volume(s) to
understand the characters, setting (in Tasmania) and story problem. For instance, of the
terms “thyla”, “sarco” and “diemen” mentioned at the beginning, “thyla” apparently
refers to a werethylacine, but the other two are left for the reader to guess at; other
aspects of the story are similarly vague through to the end. These weres transform into still identifiable fangand-claw human aberrations rather than pure animals, like Buffy’s vampires. The story is slow to start, but
builds up well to a finale loaded with thrill contrivances. Despite average English, this volume is easy to read
with good grab. I’m sure readers who start with Volume 1 will enjoy the whole serial and appreciate
werethylacines as a nice change from werewolves.

Virals by Kathy Reichs, reviewed by Dan
http://www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780099544548

Six months ago Tory Brennan's life changed forever, when her mother died and she
went to live with her previously unknown father, Kit. Now, she lives on an almost
deserted island in a converted ex-Civil War barracks, along with 9 other families, each
in their own unit. There's not much to do on Morris Island for the 4 resident teenagers,
as 'civilisation' is a 40 minute drive away, or a boat trip across the harbour to Charleston
or Loggerhead Island, the University's researchers (and family) only precinct.
Now Tory and her Morris Island friends' lives are about to change forever, together. The
trouble starts when Tory, Hi, Ben and Shelton visit Loggerhead Island and take a detour
to the beach, instead of following the main trail. When a monkey becomes upset at their
proximity and throws a set of dog-tags at the kids, things take an interesting turn. Tory
uses her inquisitive nature and new research kit (supplied by her new-found great-aunt
Tempe "Bones") to uncover the owner of the dog tags, and a 40 year old mystery, as she
and her friends gain some new connections.
This is the first book in a new series by Kathy Reichs aimed at a teenage audience. Tory has inherited some of
Temperence Brennan's (from her Bones series) scientific nature, and is otherwise a typical, active teenager
wanting to get out and do stuff with her friends. An easy read for an adult, and perfectly suited for younger
readers, with a mystery to unravel and characters that have substance to them.
I enjoyed this book, and want to continue reading this series, as I expect most readers will too!
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Information on the Infinitas Groups
New members are always welcome at all of the groups. If
you’re interested, just come along or ask us for details .

Expand your mind, Enter new worlds .

Infinitas Bookshop
Shop 22 Civic Arcade
48-50 George Street
Parramatta NSW 2150
ABN: 86 101 558 356

Ordering Information
Phone
02 9633 5682
Fax
02 9687 0408
Email
mailto:bookshop@infinitas.com.au
Postage & Packing
$5.00 per shipment of books to an
Australian address.
International freight will be quoted.

Opening Hours
Monday
9am to 5.30pm
Tuesday
9am to 5.30pm
Wednesday
9am to 5.30pm
Thursday
9am to 8pm
Friday
9am to 5.30pm
Saturday
9am to 2pm
Sundays & Public Holidays Closed

Infinitas online http://www.infinitas.com.au
Infinitas forums http://forums.infinitas.com.au
Rewards Scheme - Infinitas Guild
Become a member of the Infinitas Guild to receive invitations
to special Infinitas events, credits towards future purchases and
discounts from partners. To join, fill in a form in the shop or
on our website. Membership is free and highly valuable.
The monthly Infinitas newsletter is free and may be copied and
distributed freely for personal use. To receive a copy
automatically, please contact the shop or subscribe via the
website.

New Release Information
The books listed in this catalogue are to be released during this
month. All books listed are available for order. If there is
something that you want and you cannot find listed, or it is not
in the shop, please ask us to order it for you.
Many books have more extensive information available on our
website.
Prices include GST and are correct at time of printing, but may
change without notice.
Legend: PB = paperback
HC = hardcover
TP = trade paperback (C format)
Cass = cassette
CD = compact disc
GN = Graphic Novel, usually TP or BPB
APB = mass market paperback (A format paperback)
BPB = B format paperback approx 20cm x 13cm

Urban Fantasy Book Club: Meets on the second Thursday of
each month at 6:30pm. BYO wine and nibbles to share (not
required, but we’ll love you for it). A title is usually selected to
start the discussion.
Thursday 10th May 2012:
Souless by Gail Carriger
Thursday 14th June 2012:
Hard Magic by Larry Correia
http://www.infinitas.com.au/UrbanFantasyBookClub.php
Review Group: The review group meets on the third Thursday
of each month at 6.30pm. Two books are chosen by group
members for each meeting, with participants encouraged to
have read at least one title. The discussion is generally serious
and insightful; we usually share a bottle or 2 of wine with
cheese – contributions gratefully drunk. All welcome.
http://www.infinitas.com.au/ReviewGroup.php

Thursday 17th May 2012:
The Hundred Thousand Kingdoms by N K Jemisin
Thursday 21st June 2012:
Demi-Monde: Winter by Rod Rees
Thursday 19th July 2012:
Good Omens by Terry Pratchett and Neil Gaiman
Thursday 16th August 2012:
The Lies of Locke Lamora by Scott Lynch
Thursday 20th September 2012:
The Nemesis List by R J Frith
Writers’ Group: This group is for people who are currently
writing (or even trying to write) science fiction, fantasy and
horror related stories and pieces. Meetings are the 3rd Saturday
of most months - get on the email list to confirm meetings.
http://www.infinitas.com.au/WritersGroup.php
Board Games:
First Thursday evening of each month (except January).
Come play board games at the shop. If you prefer a particular
game, bring it along and suggest it to the group.
Dungeon & Dragons Delve Days: Play a short game of 4th
edition D&D, one or two encounters only. Every second
Saturday morn ing starting at 9:30am. BYO dice.
http://www.infinitas.com.au/DungeonsAndDragonsAtInfinitas.php

Pathfinder: We are looking for players and GM to get some
regular games on Saturday mornings. Talk to us if interested.
Magic the Gathering: Play Magic Cards at the shop. Current
schedule is a limited booster draft on the fourth Thursday of
the Month at 6pm. Please contact us if you are running late.
http://www.infinitas.com.au/MTGatInfinitas.php
Infinitas Forums : Visit the forums behind our website to read
or post genre news, gossip, find role playing games, or just
meet other fans. If you have any news about authors or SF TV
series, opinions on books, etc, please post it here. You will
have to register online (it’s easy). /forums.infinitas.com.au
http:/

You can als o get updates from us on:
Facebook : www.facebook.com/InfinitasBookshop
Twitter: www.twitter.com/InfinitasBooks
Ebooks:

http://

infinitas.readcloud.com
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Science Fiction, Fantasy, Urban Fantasy and Horror
Locus 615 April 2012 (Locus) Magazine $15 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=19804
Locus Magazine • April 2012 • Issue 615 • Vol. 68 No. 4
April is a special Science Fiction & Fantasy Art issue, with art and commentary by Boris Vallejo & Julie Bell, Stephan Martiniere, Charles Vess, and
a dozen others. Plus: full interviews with Brom and John Picacio, and reviews of new books by Terry Bisson, Paula Brandon, Karl Schroeder, Kim
Harrison, and many others, plus Graham Sleight’s “Yesterday’s Tomorrows” column on John M. Ford

Ben Aaronovitch
Whispers Under Ground (Folly 03) Trade Paperback $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780575097650
Peter Grant is learning magic fast. And its just as well - he's already had run-ins with the deadly supernatural children of the Thames and a terrifying
killer in Soho. Progression in the Police Force is less easy. Especially when you work in a department of two. A department that doesn't even
officially exist. A department that if you did describe it to most people would get you laughed at. And then there's his love life. The last person he
fell for ended up seriously dead. It wasn't his fault, but still.
Now something horrible is happening in the labyrinth of tunnels that make up the tube system that honeycombs the ancient foundations of London.
And delays on the Northern line is the very least of it. Time to call in the Met's Economic and Specialist Crime Unit 9, aka 'The Folly'. Time to call
in PC Peter Grant, Britain's Last Wizard.

Daniel Abraham
The King's Blood (Dagger and the Coin 02) Trade Paperback $24.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780316080774
The King's Blood (Dagger and the Coin 02) CD Audio $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781841498898
War casts its shadow over the lands that the dragons once ruled.
When an act of harrowing betrayal threatens to set the cities afire, all certainties are called into question. Only the courage of a young woman with
the mind of a gambler and loyalty to no one stands between hope and universal darkness.
The high and powerful will fall, the despised and broken shall rise up, and everything will be remade. And quietly, almost beneath the notice of
anyone, an old, broken-hearted warrior and an apostate priest will begin a terrible journey with an impossible goal: destroy a Goddess before she eats
the world.

Madelyn Alt
In Charm's Way (Bewitching Mystery) Hardcover $39.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780425243527
A brand new Bewitching mystery that will leave readers spellbound.
When a real corpse is discovered among the props of a Halloween haunted house, Maggie O'Neill- resident witch of Stony Mill, Indiana- must use
her charms to prove her friend innocent of the crime and get to the bottom of the mystery.

Poul Anderson
The High Crusade

A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781451638325
In the year of grace 1345, as Sir Roger Baron de Tourneville is gathering an army to join King Edward III in the war against France, a most
astonishing event occurs: a huge silver ship descends through the sky and lands in a pasture beside the little village of Ansby in northeastern
Lincolnshire. The Wersgorix, whose scouting ship it is, are quite expert at taking over planets, and having determined from orbit that this one was
suitable, they initiate standard world-conquering procedure. Ah, but this time it's no mere primitives the Wersgorix seek to enslave—they've
launched their invasion against free Englishmen! In the end, only one alien is left alive—and Sir Roger's grand vision is born. He intends for the
creature to fly the ship first to France to aid his King, then on to the Holy Land to vanquish the infidel. Unfortunately, he has not allowed for the
treachery of the alien pilot, who instead takes the craft to his home planet, where, he thinks, these upstart barbarians will have no choice but to
surrender. But that knavish alien little understands the indomitable will and clever resourcefulness of Englishmen, no matter how great the odds
against them. . .

Alex Archer
Magic Lantern (Rogue Angel 36) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780373621569
In late 1700s Paris, a young but promising illusionist dabbles in the arcane art of phantasmagoria. But at his moment of greatest triumph - unveiling a
magical lantern said to open a door to the Chinese spirit world - he is violently struck down by a vengeful phantom?.
On assignment in London, archaeologist Annja Creed is hunting down a man who claims to have discovered the Jekyll and Hyde potion. On the trail
of one curiosity, Annja finds herself pulled toward another mystery - the origin of a strange, old-fashioned projector once used by eighteenth-century
illusionists. As Annja delves into its rich history, a dark past begins to emerge. And someone wants to harness the power of this cursed artifact risking everything for the treasures it promises.
But Annja has a little magic trick of her own. One that she wields with deadly accuracy.

Zoe Archer
Demon's Bride

A Paperback $14.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781420122282
Determined to prove himself equal to the members of the ton, Leo Bailey, who has been gifted with the ability to see the future by the Devil himself,
marries bookish Anne Hartfield, the daughter of baron, but their happiness, which is built on Leo's dark powers, soon crumbles.

Jared Axelrod &Steve Walker (Illustrator)
The Battle of Blood and Ink (A Fable of the Flying City) Hardcover $39.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780765331304
If you're visiting the flying city of Amperstam without the latest printing of The Lurker's Guide, you might as well be lost. This one-sheet is written,
edited, and printed by Ashe, a girl raised on the streets of the flying city, and is dedicated to revealing its hidden treasures and deepest secrets including many that the overcontrolling government doesn't want anyone to know. The stakes are raised when Ashe accidentally uncovers the horror
of exactly how Amperstam travels among the skies and garners the attention of those who would rather that secret be kept in the hands of the city's
powerful leaders.
Soon Ashe is on the run from thugs and assassins, faced with the choice of imperiling her life just to keep publishing, or giving in to the suggestion
of a rich patron that she trade in her voice and identity for a quiet, comfortable life. It's a war of confusion for Ashe, but one thing is very clear: just
because you live in a flying city, you can't always keep your head in the clouds.
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James Axler
Palaces of Light (Deathlands 104) A Paperback $14.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780373626144
Remnants of America's past are littered across the postapocalyptic landscape, but little remains of the predark ideals of law and order. Survival is a
blood quest, and lethal force the means to power. Still, a handful retains their humanity among thecoldhearts, and in a world where nothing lasts
forever, hope is a commodity as precious as jack.
Steeped in beauty and mysticism, the canyons of Mesa Verde, Colorado, survived the blast that altered the American west. Hired to track a group of
missing children, Ryan Cawdor and his band follow the trail to a legendary city carved in stone, older and stronger than the nukecaust. The
inhabitants of the palaces of light are more than warriors and survivors; they are masters of mind games that prey on illusion. And true believers in a
metaphysical end game poised to push the companions over the edge of reality...into certain death.

Dragon City (Outlanders 61) A Paperback $14.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780373638741
AFTER THE END
Humanity has been held in subjugation for thousands of years, manipulated by a cruel alien race. But what began as a game among self-styled gods
evolved into an internecine power play. Divided by ego and greed, the enemy faced resistance?and a reckoning?from an intrepid group of human
rebels. But now the Cerberus operation lies in disarray, its members missing or broken, even as the Annunaki threat is reborn in a new and more
horrifying form.
THE GOD MACHINE
Enlil, cruelest of them all, is set to revive the sadistic pantheon that will rule the Earth. Based in his vast Dragon City, Enlil plans to create infinite
gods?at the cost of humankind. With the Cerberus team at its lowest ebb, can they possibly stop his twisted plan? Or are they, too, destined to be
absorbed by the God Machine?

Paolo Bacigalupi
The Drowned Cities B Paperback $17.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781907411113
Award-winning author Paolo Bacigalupi delivers a thrilling, fast-paced adventure set in a vivid and raw, uncertain future.
In this exhilarating companion to Printz Award winner and National Book Award finalist SHIP BREAKER, Paolo Bacigalupi brilliantly captures a
dark future America that has devolved into unending civil wars, driven by demagogues who recruit children to become soulless killing machines.
Two refugees of these wars, Mahlia and Mouse, are known as 'war maggots': survivors who have barely managed to escape the unspeakable violence
plaguing the war-torn lands of the Drowned Cities. But their fragile safety is threatened when they discover a wounded half-man -a bioengineered
war beast named Tool, who is hunted by a vengeful band of soldiers.
When tragedy strikes, Mahlia is faced with an impossible decision: risk everything to save the boy who once saved her, or flee to her own safety.
Drawing upon the brutal truths of current events, THE DROWNED CITIES is a powerful story of loyalty, survival and heart-pounding adventure.

Anya Bast
Embrace of the Damned (Brotherhood of the Damned) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780425247969
When Broder Calderson, a warrior condemned to an immortal life of battle against blood-drinkers from Hel, is offered a woman as reward for his
good service, he chooses Jessamine Hamilton, but the truth of who--and what --she is could destroy him.

Alan Baxter Australian Author
RealmShift (Samuel Harrigan 01) Trade Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780982508749
Isiah is having a tough time. The Devil is making his job very difficult.
Samuel Harrigan is a murdering lowlife. He used ancient blood magic to escape a deal with the Devil and now he's on the trail of a crystal skull that
he believes will complete his efforts to evade Lucifer. But Lucifer wants Samuel's soul for eternity and refuses to wait a second longer for it. Isiah
needs Samuel to keep looking for the crystal skull, so he has to protect Sam and keep the Devil at bay. Not for Samuel's sake, but for all of humanity.
RealmShift is an engrossing Dark Fantasy thriller; a fascinating exploration of the nature of people's beliefs and their effect on the world around
them. Magic, action and intrigue, from dank city streets to the depths of Hell and beyond.

Alan Baxter Australian Author
MageSign (Samuel Harrigan 02) Trade Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780982508756
Three years have passed since Isiah's run in with Samuel Harrigan and the Devil. He has some time on his hands - a perfect opportunity to track
down the evil Sorcerer, Harrigan's mentor. It should have been a simple enough task, but the Sorcerer has more followers than Isiah ever imagined,
and a plan bigger than anyone could have dreamed.
With the help of some powerful new friends Isiah desperately tries to track down the Sorcerer and his cult of blood before they manage to change the
world forever.
In this long-awaited sequel to the highly acclaimed RealmShift, Baxter once again keeps a breathless pace and blistering intensity with gods, demons
and humans entangled in magic and conflict. This is dark fantasy at its best.

Lyn Benedict
Lies & Omens (Shadows Inquiries 04) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781937007508
When the war between the government and the magical world threatens her assistant, her sister and her lover, PI Sylvie Lightner must form an
alliance with two hidden powers bent on shaping the world to their liking to save everyone she loves.

Jenn Bennett
Summoning The Night

A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781451620535
A renegade magician and owner of a tiki bar that caters to Earthbound demons, Arcadia Bell must harness her potent new Moonchild powers when a
vengeful kidnapper, targeting the children of her patrons, paralyzes the community as Halloween approaches.

Lauren Beukes
Moxyland A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780857660046
What's really going on? Who's really in charge? You have NO. F***KING. IDEA.
A frighteningly persuasive, high-tech fable, this novel follows the lives of four narrators living in an alternative futuristic Cape Town, South Africa.
An art-school dropout, and AIDS baby, a tech-activist and an RPG-obsessed blogger live in a world where your online identity is at least as
important as your physical one. Getting disconnected is a punishment worse than imprisonment, but someone's got to stand up to Government Inc. whatever the cost. Taking hedonistic trends in society to their ultimate conclusions, this tale paints anything but a forecasted utopia, satirically
undermining the reified idea of progress as society's white knight.
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Holly Black
Black Heart (Curse Workers 03) Trade Paperback $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780575096806
The stunning conclusion to the Curseworkers series finds Cassel in the most dangerous con of all and with this life on the line he may be forced to
make his biggest gamble yet...
Cassel Sharpe knows he's been used as an assassin, but he's trying to put all that behind him. He's trying to be good, even though he grew up in a
family of con artists and cheating comes as easily as breathing to him. He's trying to do the right thing, even though the girl he loves is inextricably
connected with crime. And he's trying to convince himself that working for the Feds is smart, even though he's been raised to believe the government
is the enemy.
But with a mother on the lam, the girl he loves about to take her place in the Mob and new secrets coming to light, the line between what's right and
what's wrong becomes increasingly blurred. When the Feds ask Cassel to do the one thing he said he would never do again, he needs to sort out
what's a con and what's truth. In a dangerous game and with his life on the line, Cassel may have to make his biggest gamble yet - this time on love.

Jenna Black
Deadly Descendant (Nicki Glass) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781451606805
Private investigator Nikki Glass, a living descendant of Artemis, goes up against a pack of shadow-jackals who are deadly to both immortals and
humans alike.

Alex Bledsoe
Dark Jenny (Eddie LaCrosse) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780765365897
For twenty-five gold pieces a day, plus expenses, Eddie LaCrosse will take on almost any case. But the unexpected delivery of a coffin in the dead of
winter forces LaCrosse to look at a bygone chapter of his life and the premeditated murder of a dream.
Ruled by the noble King Marcus Drake, the island kingdom of Grand Braun is an oasis of peace and justice in an imperfect world. At least until the
beautiful Queen Jennifer is accused of adultery and murder. In the wrong castle at the wrong time, Eddie finds himself drafted at sword's point to
solve the mystery. With time running out, and powerful nobles all too eager to pin the murder on Eddie himself, he must unravel a tangled web of
palace intrigues, buried secrets, and bewitching women - before the entire kingdom erupts into civil war.
Murder, mystery, and magic - just another day on the job for Eddie LaCrosse.

Chris Bohjalian
The Night Strangers

B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780857206732
It begins with a door in a dusky corner of a basement in a rambling Victorian house in northern New Hampshire. A door that someone has sealed it
shut with thirty-nine enormous carriage bolts.
The home's new owners are Chip and Emily Linton and their twin daughters. Chip was an an airline pilot until he was forced to crash land on a
remote lake the jet he was flying after double engine failure. Thirty-nine people aboard Flight 1611 died that day - a coincidence not lost on Chip
when he discovers the number of bolts in that basement door . . .
Meanwhile, his wife is increasingly troubled about the women in this sparsely populated village, self-proclaimed 'herbalists'. Why do they seem
excessively interested in her young daughters. Emily is terrified, too, that her husband's grip on sanity seems to have become increasingly tenuous, in
the wake of the devastating plane accident.

Elizabeth Brooks
Montefiore's Goddaughter Hardcover $39.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849820998
Where do you go at night, once you have turned out the light?
Abigail Crabtree's imaginary world a precious escape from the waking world. That is until one wintry night, when a sinister horseman appears to
wrest it from her in the name of the King of Traumund. Desperate to save her realm, she turns to her godfather?the enchanting Mr. Montefiore?for
help. She takes refuge in his desolate country house, where rumors of cruelty and murder abound. Abigail and her giant owl soar outside her
imaginary world and into the vast universe of collective dreams.
But even as she delights in Traumund's bewildering beauty, she finds herself ever more seduced by the very evil that threatens to destroy it. How can
Abigail remember what she is fighting for? How can she even be sure where her loyalties lie? And, most of all, will she ever be free of the intensely
beguiling Mr. Montefiore?

Rachel Caine
Black Dawn (Morganville Vampires 12) Trade Paperback $16.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781921880148
Ever since the draug - myseterious creatures that prey on vampires - took over Morganville, the lives of student Claire Danvers and her friends have
been thrown into turmoil. Using the city's water system to spread, the draug have rapidly multiplied and vampire Amelie - the town founder - has
been infected by the master draug's bite.
Now, unless Claire and her friends figure out how to cure Amelie and defeat the draug, Morganville will become little more than a ghost town…

Jack Campbell
Dreadnaught (Lost Fleet Beyond the Frontier 01) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781937007492
Awakened from a cryogenic sleep to win the century-long conflict between the Alliance and the Syndicate Worlds, Captain John "Black Jack" Geary
discovers that his loyalty is being questioned and suspects that he is being deliberately sent on a suicide mission.

Invincible (Lost Fleet Beyond the Frontier 02) Hardcover $39.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781937007454
Admiral John "Black Jack" Geary earned his rank after being revived from cryogenic sleep to lead the Alliance to victory against the Syndicate
Worlds. But his superiors question his loyalty to the regime. Now in command of the First Fleet, Geary is tasked with exploring the frontier beyond
Syndic space, a mission he fears deliberately puts the fleet--and himself--in harm's way. An encounter with the alien enigmas confirms Geary's fears.
Attacked without warning, he orders the fleet to jump star systems--only to enter the crosshairs of another hostile alien armada. Ignoring all of the
First Fleet's attempts to communicate peaceful intentions, this system's species sends its ships into battle on suicide runs while it guards the exiting
jump point with a fortress of incalculable power. Now, with a faction of his officers determined to eliminate this new threat at any cost, Geary must
figure out how to breach the enemy's defenses so the fleet can reach the jump point without massive casualties--even though the enigmas could be
waiting on the other side..

Kristin Cashore
Bitterblue Trade Paperback $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780575097186
Set in the same world as her previous two novels, BITTERBLUE picks up the story of the Seven Kingdoms six years after the events of
GRACELING.
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P C Cast
Divine by Choice (Partholon Divine 02) B Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780373803170
Shannon Parker has finally come to terms with life in the mythical world of Partholon. She loves her centaur husband, her connection to the goddess
Epona and the pampering that comes with both! She's almost forgotten her old life on Earth—especially when she discovers she's pregnant….
Then a sudden burst of power sends her back to Oklahoma. Without magic, Shannon can't return to Partholon—and so she needs to find help.
Trouble is, it might take the form of a man as tempting as her husband. And along the way she'll discover that being divine by mistake is a lot easier
than being divine by choice….

Bailey Cates
Brownies and Broomsticks (Magical Bakery Mystery) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780451236630
While working at her Aunt Lucy and Uncle Ben's Honeybee Bakery in downtown Savannah, Katie Lightfoot discovers that her aunt is a witch and
her recipes are actually spells, which comes in handy when Uncle Ben is accused of murdering a curmudgeonly customer and they need to clear his
name.

Mark Chadbourn
The Scar-Crow Men (Swords of Albion 02) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780553820232
1593. Walsingham has been dead for two years and a new mood of suspicion and mistrust sweeps through England's network of spies. No one feels
safe. Even the great Will Swyfte must watch his back. Then Will's best friend, playwright and spy Kit Marlowe is accused of being a double agent
and Will knows he must act...but too late, Marlowe is killed in a pub brawl that has all the hallmarks of an assassination. Going in search of
Marlowe's killer, Will discovers that key members of England's ruling class, including many of Walsingham's men, are not who they claim to be:
they look - and act - the same but they are changelings, straw men brought to hideous life through the vile magick of the Unseelie Court. In an
atmosphere of growing paranoia, Will is branded a traitor and goes on the run. The glass has turned: he must uncover the true nature of this
supernatural conspiracy or the executioner's block awaits...Will Swyfte - swordsman, adventurer, scholar, rake, and the greatest of Elizabethan
England's new breed of spy - and his comrades in covert arms must once again venture forth into the dark, deadly world of the vengeful Unseelie
folk in defence of Queene and Countrie!

Blake Charlton
Spellbound (Spell 02) B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780007349203
Francesca DeVega is a successful healer in the city of Avel, wielding magical text to close wounds and disspell curses, but her life is thrown into
chaos when a dead patient suddenly sits up and tells her to run. Now Francesca is in the middle of a game she doesn't understand, one that ties her to
the notorious rogue wizard, Nicodemus Weal, and brings her face to face with demons, demigods, and a man she thought she'd never see again.
It has been ten years since Nicodemus Weal escaped the Starhaven Academy, where he was considered disabled and useless, where he battled the
demon who stole his birthright and killed his friends. Unable to use the magical languages of his own peop le, Nico has honed his skills in the dark
language of the kobolds, readying himself for his next encounter with the demon. But there are complications: his mentor suffers from an incurable
curse, his half-sister's agents are hunting him, and he's still not sure what part Francesca DeVega will play. He certainly doesn't know what to make
of Francesca herself...
Introducing new twists to the unique magical system of SPELLWRIGHT and uncovering more sinister dangers, SPELLBOUND is sure to please
Blake Charlton's fans and earn him new ones.

Larry Correia
Monster Hunter Legion (Monster Hunter 04) Hardcover $39.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781451637960
Monster Hunter Legions (Signed) (Monster Hunter 04) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781451637977
Monster Hunter International might be the premier monster eradication company in the business, but they've got competition.
When hunters from around the world gather in Las Vegas for a conference, a creature left over from a World War Two weapons experiment wakes
up and goes on a rampage across the desert. A not-so-friendly wager between the rival companies turns into a race to see who can bag the mysterious
creature first.
Only there is far more to this particular case than meets the eye, and as Hunters fall prey to their worst nightmares, Owen Zastava Pitt and the staff of
Monster Hunter International have to stop an ancient god from turning Sin City into a literal hell on earth.

Gary Crew & Den Scheer Australian Author
In the Beech Forest Hardcover $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781921665578
In the Beech Forest is a story from long ago, from now and
from the future.
An ordinary boy takes a path leading him from the safety of his home into a dark forest. His head is full of the fearful images of his computer games
that so excite, yet terrify him; battles between heroes and dreadful beasts that may haunt this primal landscape.
What will become of him on this journey? Will he survive? Will he defeat his fears? Will he emerge, still an ordinary boy? Become his companion.
Take the journey . . .
Children's picture book

Kate Cross
Heart of Brass (Clockwork Agents) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780451236593
When her missing husband Luke, who has no recollection of his life before The Company, is sent to kill her, Arden Grey, who is gifted with special
abilities, must find a way to make Luke remember their life together--as well as their mission to protect England against evil.

D J Daniels
What the Dead Said Paperback $14.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780980634198
A detective story with a twist, What the Dead Said is clever, intriguing and remarkably hard to put down.
Sydney, Australia, 2021. Ghosts are everywhere and everyone can see them. Everyone, that is, except Sckel. Co-opted into the Apparitions Group,
Sckel gropes his way through his early cases. He encounters underworld figures—both living and dead—befriends an eccentric inventor and his
robot creation, and becomes entangled in the ghostly push to further open the gateway between the living and the dead. Part detective story, part
urban fantasy, part science fiction, but mostly mystery, What the Dead Said depicts a future Sydney in which property prices are the least of
anyone’s troubles.
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Lydia Dare
The Wolf Who Loved Me (01) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781402263460
Regency England Has Gone to the Wolves!
Lady Madeline Hayburn Has Money Problems... Specifically, she has so much of it that she's dogged by fortune hunters, including her bewilderingly
attractive, penniless neighbor, with his wild nature and uncouth manners...
Weston Hadley Has An Identity Crisis...
Specifically, he's just turned into a wolf while Madeline was watching. Now it's up to the regal lady to tame the wild beast...if she can…

Sara Douglass Australian Author
The Devil's Diadem A Paperback $22.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780732291747
A foolish monk stole the Devil's favourite diadem and the Devil wants it back. It is mid-twelfth century Europe and Maeb Langtofte joins an
aristocratic household to attend Adelie, the wife of the Earl of Pengraic. The earl is a powerful Lord of the Marches, the dark Welsh borderlands.
Then a plague that has swept Europe overtakes England and as life descends into chaos and civil disorder, Maeb is about to discover that the horrors
she survived at Pengraic Castle were but a prelude to the terrifying maelstrom which now envelops her and all of her countryfolk.Hell has come to
desecrate England, and the only thing that can possibly foil its plans are the wits of one lonely, isolated and terrified woman.

Glen Duncan
The Last Werewolf (Last Werewolf 01) Trade Paperback $24.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780307742179
Glen Duncan delivers a powerful, sexy new version of the werewolf legend, a riveting and monstrous thriller--with a profoundly human heart.
Jake Marlowe is the last werewolf. Now just over 200 years old, Jake has an insatiable appreciation for good scotch, books, and the pleasures of the
flesh, with a voracious libido and a hunger for meat that drives him crazy each full moon. Although he is physically healthy, Jake has slipped into a
deep existential crisis, considering taking his own life and ending a legend that has lived for thousands of years. But there are two dangerous groups-one new, one ancient--with reasons of thier own for wanting JakeÂ very much alive.

Karen Duvall
Knight's Curse (Knight’s Curse 01) B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781921796180
A skilled knife fighter since the age of nine, Chalice knows what it's like to live life on the edge—precariously balanced between the dark and the
light. But the time has come to choose. The evil sorcerer who kidnapped her over a decade ago requires her superhuman senses to steal a precious
magical artifact…or she must suffer the consequences.
Desperate to break the curse that enslaves her, Chalice agrees. But it is only with the help of Ay din— her noble warrior-protector—that she will risk
venturing beyond the veil to discover the origins of her power. Only for him will she dare to fully embrace her awesome talents. For a deadly duel is
at hand, and Chalice alone will have to decide between freedom…and the love of her life.

Ian Cameron Esslemont
Orb, Sceptre, Throne (Malazan) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780765329967
The epic new chapter in the history of Malazn - the new epic fantasy from Steven Erikson's friend and co-creator of this extraordinary and exciting
imagined world.
Darujhistan, city of dreams, city of blue flames, is peaceful at last; its citizens free to return to politicking, bickering, trading and, above all, enjoying
the good things in life. Yet there are those who will not allow the past to remain buried. A scholar digging in the plains stumbles across an ancient
sealed vault. The merchant Humble Measure schemes to drive out the remaining Malazan invaders. And the surviving agents of a long-lost power
are stirring, for they sense change and so, opportunity. While, as ever at the centre of everything, a thief in a red waistcoat and of rotund proportions
walks the streets, juggling in one hand custard pastries, and in the other the fate of the city itself.
Far to the south, fragments of the titanic Moon's Spawn have crashed into the Rivan Sea creating a series of isles...and a fortune hunter's dream. A
Malazan veteran calling himself 'Red' ventures out to try his luck - and perhaps say goodbye to old friends. But there he finds far more than he'd
bargained for as the rush to claim the Spawn's treasures descends into a mad scramble of chaos and bloodshed. For powers from across the world
have gathered here, searching for the legendary Throne of Night. The impact of these events are far reaching, it seems. On an unremarkable island
off the coast of Genabackis, a people who had turned their backs upon all such strivings now lift their masked faces towards the mainland and recall
the ancient prophesy of a return.
And what about the ex-Claw of the Malazan Empire who now walks the uttermost edge of creation? His mission - the success or failure of which the
Queen of Dreams saw long ago - is destined to shape far more than anyone could have ever imagined.

Brian Evenson
Immobility Hardcover $39.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780765330963
When you open your eyes things already seem to be happening without you. You don't know who you are and you don't remember where you've
been. You know the world has changed, that a catastrophe has destroyed what used to exist before, but you can't remember exactly what did exist
before. And you're paralyzed from the waist down apparently, but you don't remember that either.
A man claiming to be your friend tells you your services are required. Something crucial has been stolen, but what he tells you about it doesn't quite
add up. You've got to get it back or something bad is going to happen. And you've got to get it back fast, so they can freeze you again before your
own time runs out.
Before you know it, you're being carried through a ruined landscape on the backs of two men in hazard suits who don't seem anything like you at all,
heading toward something you don't understand that may well end up being the death of you.
Welcome to the life of Josef Hork.

Christopher Farnsworth
Red, White, and Blood (Nathaniel Cade 03) Hardcover $39.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780399158933
When a political operative and a volunteer are brutally murdered by a centuries-old rival known only as the Boogeyman, vampire bodyguard
Nathaniel Cade struggles to prevent an attack on the President during the height of the 2012 elections without risking media exposure.

John Flanagan Australian Author
The Invaders (Brotherband 02) B Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781741664508
Hal and the Heron brotherband are on the trail of Zavac and his precious cargo. Will they be able to find the pirates when the weather clears? And
when they do, how can they possibly beat the mighty Raven and its crew of vicious cut-throats and killers?
A chance discovery will lead them to their prey, but the pirates have a well-fortified position. The Herons must drive out the invaders - and to
succeed, Hal will need to devise a foolproof plan. In the icy waters of the Stormwhite, the smallest mistake could prove fatal.
Enter a world of wolfships, epic battles and treachery in the cold northern seas. Enter the world of Brotherband.
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Eric Flint
The Crucible of Empire (Empire 02) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781451638042
Humanity is first subjugated by haughty alien colonizers calling themselves the Jao when Earth is unexpectedly attacked by the implacable and
nearly-unstoppable Ekhat, exterminators of all intelligent life not their own. Now the fragile Human-Jao alliance is put to the test. A devastating
encounter with the Ekhat in a distant nebula reveals a powerful alien society that may hold the key to defeating the Ekhat once and for all. There's
one big problem: they utterly loathe humanity's ally, the Jao. And why shouldn't they? It was the Jao who drove them into hiding in the first place.
Once again, everything depends on those innovators and idea-generators, the humans, to quell a brewing war and forge a tripartite alliance of very
different species or be blasted to empty cinders if they don't succeed.

1636: The Saxon Uprising (Ring of Fire) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781451638219
Continues the saga of modern-day man Mike Stearns, who, as general of the United States of Europe in an alternate-reality seventeenth-century,
must restore order in Saxony before another more ruthless general massacres the masses.
Alternate history master Eric Flint returns in top form with an epic addition to the multiple New York Times best selling Ring of Fire series.Â A
cosmic accident sets the modern town of Grantville, West Virginia, down in war-torn seventeenth century Europe and a new nation is forged.Â Now
when United States of Europe ally King Gustavas of Sweden invades Poland, the U.S. of E. is dragged into a full-scale European war against ruthless
opponents. Meanwhile Mike Stearns, wily and courageous leader of the up-time West Virginians, has been turned out of office in an election. But,
like Churchill (before and after him) Stearns is not done yet.Â Â He's determined to stoke the fires of democratic rebellion in Saxony near the main
front, and thus keep the young nation he founded, and once led, out of the hands of medieval tyrantsâ€“tyrants who would like nothing better than to
wipe those troublesome upstarts from the future off the timeline and go back to the bad old days of oppression and serfdom.

Rhiannon Frater
Fighting to Survive (As the World Dies 02) Trade Paperback $24.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780765331274
Picking up where The First Days ends, Fighting to Survive features the further zombie-killing, civilization-saving adventures of a pair of sexy, kick
butt heroines and the men who love them. A hundred or so survivors of the zombie plague have found tenuous safety in the walled off center of a
small Texas town. Now the hard work of survival begins - finding enough food; creating safe, weather-resistant shelter; establishing laws; and
fighting off both the undead who want to eat them and the living bandits who want to rob and kill them.
Fighting to Survive won the Dead Letter Award for Best Novel from Mail Order Zombie. The first book in the As the World Dies trilogy, The First
Days also won the Dead Letter Award and was named one of the Best Zombie Books of the Decade by the Harrisburg Book Examiner. Tor Books
began bringing this series to a wider audience with the publication of The First Days.

Charles E Gannon
Extremis (Starfire 06) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781451638141
An implacable foe with telepathic cohesion in battle, near-immortality, and eons-advanced engineering skills threatens to wipe humanity from the
galaxy. What's more, they've overcome their one weakness - no faster-than-light travel - and have followed humanity through our star gates and
beyond. But humans are the master of adaption, and have got a counterpunch of devastating proportions in reserve. Now a hard-bitten and brilliant
admiral must face down renewed alien attack and somehow communicate to the enemy that if he is forced to use his ultimate military option, galactic
civilization itself may come to a fiery end.

Genevieve Graham
Sound of the Heart (02) Trade Paperback $24.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780425247341
Dougal MacDonnell, a fierce warrior from the Highlands of Scotland, is able to hear the thoughts of other men and dream how the future will unfold.
Devastated by the loss of his family during the Battle of Culloden in 1746, he fosters a deep hatred for the English. But when Glenna, the love of his
life and a Scottish outlaw, is captured and shipped overseas, Dougal is forced to join an English army made of vanquished Scots. Now fighting on
the side of his sworn enemies, he embarks on a journey that will take him across the seas to the colonies.Â There he will risk everything for the
chance to find his true love.

Heather Graham
Heart of Evil B Paperback $12.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781921795190
Kate Griffin
The Minority Council (Matthew Swift 04) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780316187251
Matthew Swift, sorcerer, Midnight Mayor, is in charge. Or so he'd like to think. And London, being London, is having its issues. Drug use is
rampant. Teenage vandalism is driving away business. Violent crimes are on the rise. Once upon a time, Matthew Swift wouldn't have given a toss.
Now it's his mess to clean up.
Especially when the new drug on the market is fairy dust and the production process involves turning humans into walking drug labs. And when the
teenage vandals are being hunted by a mystical creature. And when the petty criminals of London start dying by magical means.
It becomes clear that not only is this Swift's mess to clean up, but someone is trying to tell him how to do his job. Now he has to sort out who's
behind the crime wave and who's interfering in his business. Swift has a lot of old enemies and few friends. If he's going to save London from a
rising tide of blood -- he's going to have to learn his lessons and fast.

Jon Courtenay Grimwood
Outcast Blade (Assassini 02) Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781841498478
The second volume in a gripping fantasy series about ambition, revenge and the rise of a vampire assassin - from this critically acclaimed British
author.
As the Byzantine and German emperors plot war against each other, Venice's future rests in the hands of three unwilling people:
The newly knighted Sir Tycho. An ex-slave and trained assassin who defeated the Mamluk navy but cannot make the woman he loves love him
back. Tortured by secrets, afraid of the daylight, he sees no reason to save a city he hates.
The grieving Lady Giulietta. Impossibly rich, deeply spoilt. A virgin, a mother, a widow... Both emperors want her hand for their sons in marriage.
All she wants is to retire from the poisonous world of the Venetian court to mourn her husband in peace.
And finally a naked, mud-strewn girl who crawls from a paupers' grave on an island in the Venetian lagoon and begins by killing the men who
buried her.
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Justin Gustainis
Evil Dark (Occult Crimes Unit Investigation)

$17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780857661364
My name's Markowski. I carry a badge. Also, a crucifix, some wooden stakes, a big vial of holy water, and a 9mm Beretta loaded with silver bullets.
A series of seemingly motiveless murders of supernatural creatures points to a vigilante targeting the supe community. Markowski wouldn't normally
have much of a problem with that, but his daughter may be next on the killer's list…

Guy Haley
Champion of Mars

Trade Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781907992858
In the far future, M ars dies a second time. The Final War between man and the spirits is beginning.
In a last bid for peace, disgraced champion Yoechakanon Val Mora and his spirit lover Cybele are set free to find the long-missing Librarian of
Mars, the only hope to save the remnants of mankind. In the near-future Dr Holland, a scientist running from a painful past, joins the Mars
colonisation effort, cataloguing the remnants of Mars' biosphere before it is swept away by the terraformation programme.
When an artefact is discovered deep in the caverns of the red planet, the actions of Holland and his team lead to tragedy, with profound consequences
that ripple throughout time, affecting Holland's present, the distant days of Yoechakanon, and the eras that bridge the aeons between.

Charlaine Harris
Deadlocked (Sookie Stackhouse 12) Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780575096585
Deadlocked (Sookie Stackhouse 12) Hardcover $45 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781937007447
Sookie has a murder investigation on her hands. A young girl has died at a vampire party - and it looks as though her lover, Eric, might be
responsible. Eric swears he didn't do it, the police don't believe him, and even Sookie isn't so sure. Nor is she inclined to take his word for it, not
having caught him enjoying the victim's blood minutes before she was killed. But something strange is going on. Why had Sookie been asked to
come to the fateful party a few minutes early - just to catch Eric in the act? And why had the victim spiked her blood before approaching Eric? Was
it simply because she wanted to be irresistible, or was it something more sinister? Sookie will have to find out ... but it's the worst moment to
investigate, as her Fae family are having troubles of their own and Sookie is, inevitably, drawn in. And there is one last complication. The cluviel dor
her grandmother left her. It will grant her one wish, which could fulfil Sookie's heart's desire. The only problem is, she still doesn't know what - or
who - her heart truly desires…

Thea Harrison
Dragon Bound (Elder Races 01) B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780749957063
A bold and exciting new voice in paranormal romance - and a fantastic new addition to Piatkus' ever-growing genre list.
Half-human and half-wyr, Pia Giovanni spent her life keeping a low profile among the wyrkind and avoiding the continuing conflict between them
and their Dark Fae enemies. But after being blackmailed into stealing a coin from the hoard of a dragon, Pia finds herself targeted by one of the most
powerful - and passionate - of the Elder Races.
As the most feared and respected of the wyrkind, Dragos Cuelebre cannot believe someone had the audacity to steal from him, much less succeed.
And when he catches the thief, Dragos spares her life, claiming her as his own to further explore the desire they've ignited in one another.

Lisi Harrison
Back and Deader Than Ever (Monster High 04) B Paperback $16.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781907410666
A new teen series with a fresh twist on high school, romance and the 'horrors' of trying to fit in.
The RADs are free and Draculaura (Lala) is flashing her fangs with pride. But when Daddy Drac pays her a surprise visit everything goes batty.
Mr D. thinks RADs should have their own school, but Lala isn't ready to give up the rights they fought so hard for. So when she hears about a
glamorous contest, where the winning school gets mad moolah and a chance to star in a national ad campaign, Lala decides it's time to bite. It's father
against daughter in a battle for Salem's student body.
Despite the many challenges, Lala is determined to save Merston High. But she might die twice trying.

S B Hayes
Poison Heart B Paperback $16.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780857385703
From the moment Katy sees Genevieve's beautiful face staring at her from a window, her life will never be the same. Wherever Katy turns,
Genevieve is there – at school, with Katy's friends, and worst of all, trying to seduce Katy's hot new boyfriend.
But Genevieve has a menacing side, a dangerous side, a threatening side that she only reveals to Katy: I'm your worst nightmare.
As Genevieve's behaviour becomes increasingly twisted, Katy delves into the girl's past, with the help of her best friend Luke. Nothing prepares her
for the dark truths that she discovers, or the new romance she finds along the way. Is Genevieve simply a troubled girl with a difficult childhood? Or
does something sinister, something supernatural, lie behind her beautiful smile?
Who is the real Genevieve?
Why is she determined to destroy Katy's life?
A rich, twisting thriller of friendship, love and evil that you'll find impossible to put down.

M J Hearle Australian Author
Winter's Light (02) B Paperback $16.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781742611037
Blake is gone.
He sacrificed himself to save Winter, leaving her alone, unprotected... hunted.
An ancient enemy is rising, but Winter is no longer the innocent girl who was fated to die at Pilgrim's Lament. She will not wait to be saved. She will
do what she must to survive, even accept an unsavoury alliance with those who destroyed her love.
In the gathering darkness, the enemy of an enemy is not always a friend, and Winter must find the strength to stand alone and fight for the one she
loves. For she is the key to unlocking the secrets beyond the veil of shadows.
And she is Blake's only hope.

Kevin Hearne
Tricked (Iron Druid Chronicles 04) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780345533623
Druid Atticus O'Sullivan hasn't stayed alive for more than two millennia without a fair bit of Celtic cunning. So when vengeful thunder gods come
Norse by Southwest looking for payback, Atticus, with a little help from the Navajo trickster god Coyote, lets them think that they've chopped up his
body in the Arizona desert.
But the mischievous Coyote is not above a little sleight of paw, and Atticus soon finds that he's been duped into battling bloodthirsty desert
shapeshifters called skinwalkers. Just when the Druid thinks he's got a handle on all the duplicity, betrayal comes from an unlikely source. If Atticus
survives this time, he vows he won't be fooled again. Famous last words.
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John G Hemry
Stark's War (Stark 01) A Pap erback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780441007158
With the United States ruling over the planet, a consortium of rivals has begun mining on the moon and Sergeant Ethan Stark is headed there to stop
them.
In a brutal battle for control of Earth's satellite, Sergeant Ethan Stark must train his squadron to fight in an airless atmosphere against a desperate
enemy. But ensuring survival means choosing which orders to obey-and which to ignore.

Stark's Command (Stark 02) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780441008223
After a mutiny on the moon, Sergeant Ethan Stark finds himself in charge of the rebellious military forces, who now face a war on two fronts, with a
merciless enemy on the moon's surface and an unhappy U.S. governmentas they join forces with the moon's American civilian colony to seek
independence from Earth.

Stark's Crusade (Stark 03) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780441009152
When the American Lunar colony was threatened, he served his country in battle. But when high ranking officers betrayed him and his soldiers, he
had only one choice—rebellion. Now Sergeant Ethan Stark is in charge of a rebel organization he never intended to create, and the United States has
just joined forces with its former enemy to ensure his destruction.
Stark has no intention of compromising his honour, even in the face of impossible odds. He and his soldiers have no desire to fight American forces,
but they are willing to pay any price to defend the rights of the colonists they were sent to protect. Now Stark and his soldiers must fend off deadly
aggression from their own country without igniting a full scale civil war.

Just Determination (Universal Law 01) Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780441010523
Wrong cover image
Ensign Paul Sinclair must investigate the actions of Pete Wakeman, the captain of the USS Michaelson, a state of the art warship, who has ordered
the annihilation of a civilian research vessel a crime that effects the entire universe.

James Herbert
Domain B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780330522083
Remember with fear...
The long-dreaded nuclear conflict. The city torn apart, shattered, its people destroyed or mutilated bey ond hope. For just a few, survival is possible
only beneath the wrecked streets – if there is time to avoid the slow-descending poisonous ashes. But below, the rats, demonic offspring of their
irradiated forebears, are waiting. They know that Man is weakened, become frail. Has become their prey…

Sandra Hill
Kiss of Pridec

A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780062064615
While interviewing the mysterious Vikar Sigurdsson, who claims he is a Viking Vampire Angel on a thousand-year-long mission, Alexandra Kelly,
not knowing whether or not to believe him, is drawn to this gorgeous warrior who believes she is the woman of his dreams.

Joey W Hill
In the Company of Witches

A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780425250846
When a rogue incubus shows up on the doorstep of her old-fashioned bordello begging for asylum, witch and part succubus Raina finds her business
jeopardized by this intrusion as well as by the arrival of Underworld Dark Guardian Mikhael who wants something the incubus has.

Robin Hobb
The Inheritance (Rain Wilds) A Paperback $17.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780007273782
Bingtown heiresses rub shoulders with vampires, alien musicians, tramps and feral cats in this wonderful collection of stories.
In 'The Homecoming', Lady Carillion Carrock and a number of other Jamaillian nobles are sailing to the Cursed Shores. Their journey is not by
choice: for plotting against the Satrap, their wealth has been confiscated and they have been exiled. Until now, Carillion has done nothing but lead a
life of privilege. She believes they are bound for wondrous cities, cities where ancient kings and queens dusted their skin with gold and wore jewels
above their eyes. But when she is marooned by the ship 's unscrupulous captain, she will soon discover the grim reality of what survival in the Rain
Wilds entails.
The Silver Lady is a would-be writer, ekeing out a dull existence by working in a Sears store. The one day a man comes in: fortyish, pleasantlooking. Nothing out of the ordinary. Except he says his name is Merlin, and he's about to change her life.
Rosemary got involved with the wrong man. Pell is lazy, good for nothing, a bully. Her best friend Hilia knew it and so did her tom cat, Marmalade.
But love is blind: Rosemary had Pell's baby, renovated the cottage his grandfather left in his will, turned its land to good use; and then he left her for
another woman. Now he's back, and something must be done …

Stephen Hunt
Jack Cloudie B Paperback $21.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780007289677
Thanks to his father's gambling debts, young Jack Keats finds himself on the streets and trying to survive as a pickpocket, desperate to graft enough
coins to keep him and his sister fed.
Inevitably, Jack is arrested and pressed into Royal Aerostatical Navy, where he finds himself assigned to the most useless airship in the fleet, manned
by the assorted scrapings of poorhouses, prisons and the press gang. Serving under a captain who is most probably mad, Jack seems to be bound for
almost certain death in the far-away deserts of Cassarabia.
Meanwhile, on the other side of the world, Omar Akil, the favoured servant - and some say bastard son - of a rich merchant lord finds his life turned
upside down when his master's religious sect is banned. He narrowly escapes the death sentence by entering into the service of the Caliph's military
forces -- just as war is brewing.
Two very similar young men prepare to face each other across a senseless field of war. But is Omar the enemy, or is Jack's true nemesis the sickness
at the heart of the Caliph's court? A cult that hides the deadly secret to the origins of the gas being used to float Cassarabia's new aerial navy.
If Jack and his shipmates can discover what Cassarabia's aggressive new regime is trying to conceal, he might survive the most horrific of wars and
clear his family's name. If not…
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Ian Irvine Australian Author
Vengeance (Tainted Realm 01) B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780733629426
Admired fantasy author Ian Irvine delivers a new, fast-paced series, THE TAINTED REALM. It begins with VENGEANCE, a story of betrayal,
murder and a girl's hunt for justice in a world where two peoples are divided and mistrust can only lead to war.
In Cython s underground slave camps, only the timid and obedient survive but Tali is neither of these. In Cython, having magic means the death
penalty, and Tali s gift is swelling out of her control.
Though no slave has ever escaped, Tali must, for she has sworn to bring her mother s killers to justice. She meets Rix, a nobleman, and together they
flee through a land at war, pursued by enemies and allies alike. Before they can solve the crime, and save the realm, they must learn to trust each
other.
Rix’s subconscious is scarred by a sickening secret that he comes to realise links him to the killing. Tali is hunted by a faceless enemy that can only
be beaten by magic. The one person who can teach her how to use her unique and unruly magic is the killer himself.
As she unravels the conspiracy behind her mother s murder, Tali s quest for justice turns to a lust for vengeance. Yet how can she avenge herself on a
killer who died two thousand years ago?

Hannah Jayne
Under Suspicion (Underworld Detection Agency 03) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780758258946
When a large amount of demons start disappearing around the city, Sophie Lawson, a human immune to magic, and her guardian, dashing
Englishman Will, must join forces to stop an Armageddon-level prophecy from becoming everyone's nightmare.

N K Jemisin
The Killing Moon (Dreamblood 01) B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780356500768
The start of an exquisite and gripping new fantasy duology from the critically acclaimed author of THE HUNDRED THOUSAND KINGDOMS.
In the ancient city-state of Gujaareh, peace is the only law. Upon its rooftops and amongst the shadows of its cobbled streets wait the Gatherers - the
keepers of this peace. Priests of the dream-goddess, their duty is to harvest the magic of the sleeping mind and use it to heal, soothe...and kill those
judged corrupt.
But when a conspiracy blooms within Gujaareh's great temple, Ehiru - the most famous of the city's Gatherers - must question everything he knows.
Someone, or something, is murdering innocent dreamers in the goddess' name, stalking its prey both in Gujaareh's alleys and the realm of dreams.
Ehiru must now protect the woman he was sent to kill - or watch the city be devoured by war and forbidden magic.

Celia Jerome
Life Guards in the Hamptons (Willow Tate 03) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780756407254
Graphic novelist Willow Tate, who has the ability to draw images of beings from the realm of Faerie--and draw them into our world--finds things
taking a strange turn in the Hamptons after she completes her latest book.

Carolyn Jess-Cooke
The Boy Who Could See Demons

B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780749953133
Narrated by the most fabulously memorable little boy, this new novel from the acclaimed Carolyn Jess-Cooke is highly original, thought-provoking
and perfect for reading groups.
'I first met my demon the morning that Mum said Dad had gone.'
Alex Broccoli is ten years old, likes onions on toast and can balance on the back legs of his chair for fourteen minutes. His best friend is a 9000-yearold demon called Ruen.
When his depressive mother attempts suicide yet again, Alex meets child psychiatrist Anya. Still bearing the scars of her own daughter's battle with
schizophrenia, Anya fears for Alex's mental health and attempts to convince him that Ruen doesn't exist. But as she runs out of medical proof for
many of Alex's claims, she is faced with a question: does Alex suffer from schizophrenia, or can he really see demons?

The Guardian Angel's Journal B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780749953232
When Margot Delacroix dies at forty-two years old, she is sent back to earth as a guardian angel - to herself. Renamed Ruth, she is forced by divine
mandate to re-experience and record her biggest mistakes and fiercest regrets from the beginning of her life to her untimely death.
Forced from the moment of her birth to witness the cogs of fate and the stuttering engine of free will, Ruth sets out to change the course of her life
and ultimately, to prevent her premature death. When she realises that the reasons behind her teenage son's descent into drugs and murder lay within
her own actions as Margot, she makes a pact with a demon - she will give up her place in Heaven in exchange for the opportunity to save her son
from his fate. But the changes she makes result in consequences no one could expect…

Darynda Jones
Second Grave on the Left

A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781250005915
Awakened in the middle of the night by a friend who has been texted by a missing woman, Charley discovers clues linking the disappearance to the
murder of a woman two weeks earlier, a situation that is complicated by the handsome son of Satan's efforts to protect Charley from demons.

Graham Joyce
The Silent Land

Trade Paperback $24.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780307739827
When Jake and Zoe are buried under a flash avalanche while skiing in the French Pyrenees, they miraculously dig their way out from under the snow
- only to discover the world they knew has been overtaken by an eerie and absolute silence. With their phones cut off, and the village evacuated of
every living soul, the young married couple begin to witness strange, unsettling events neither one can ignore. And as the days wear on, they are
forced to confront frightening possibilities as they attempt to survive and escape the silent land they now inhabit.

Julie Kagawa
The Immortal Rules

B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781921796692

Stacia Kane
City of Ghosts (Downside Ghosts 03) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780345515599
Forced to team up with the Black Squad agency after mangled human corpses show up on the streets of Downside, Chess Putnam, under a binding
spell that forbids her to talk about the investigation, must go up against killer wraiths, First Elders, and dark magic to find the truth.

Lauren Kate
Passion (Fallen 03) Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780552561792
Before Luce and Daniel met at Sword & Cross and fought immortals at Shoreline, they lived many lives. . .
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Brigid Kemmerer
The Storm (Elementals 01) Paperback $14.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781743310663
Four brothers, four powerful elements, and one girl caught in the middle.
When Becca Chandler saves Chris Merrick from being beaten up in the school parking lot, she has no idea how dramatically this one action will
change her life. Because Chris Merrick is no ordinary guy and neither are his three older brothers. The Merrick boys are Elementals. Hot. Powerful.
Dangerous. Marked for death. And now that she knows the truth, so is Becca.
With her life at stake, she doesn't know who to trust or whose secrets she should keep. Hunter, the mysterious new kid with a talent for being in the
wrong place at the right time, might be the one boy Becca can put her faith in. But with two boys vying for her affections, and pressure rising all
around her, will she find out in time who's hiding the most dangerous truth of all?
Earth, Fire, Air, Water - the storm is coming…

Sherrilyn Kenyon
Born Of Silence (League) Trade Paperback $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780749954932
Born of Silence (League) Hardcover $39.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780446573313
In the Ichidian Universe, the League and its ruthless assassins continue to keep rule. But at what cost Welcome back to the future...and a whole new
world.
The second most infamous member of the shadow organisation called Sentella, Kere, an explosives engineer, is known for striking terror in the
hearts of all enemies. The bounty on his head is truly staggering and no one outside the Sentella knows his real identity.
Zarya Starska grew up hard on the back streets of hell. Labeled a traitor because of her father's political beliefs, she dreams of a different life and a
different world. A world where the harsh hand of the Caronese government doesn't destroy the lives of its citizens. As a resistance leader, her goal is
to topple to government that took her father's life, along with her mysterious right-hand man, known only as Kere.
But Kere has a dark secret. He's out for revenge for past crimes against his family and plans to annihilate all those he feels guilty, along with every
resistance member he can find...including Zarya.

Stephen King
The Wind through the Keyhole (Dark Tower) Trade Paperback $32.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781444731712
The Wind Through the Keyhole (Dark Tower) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781451658903
For readers coming to the epic bestselling Dark Tower series for the first time - and for its legion of dedicated fans - a fabulous new book about
Roland's first quest and a perfect introduction to the series.
It is a story within a story, which features both the younger and older gunslinger Roland on his quest to find the Dark Tower. Fans of the existing
seven books in the series will also delight in discovering what happened to Roland and his ka-tet between the time they leave the Emerald City and
arrive at the outskirts of Calla Bryn Sturgis.
This Russian Doll of a novel, visit s Mid-World's last gunslinger, Roland Deschain, and his ka-tet as a ferocious storm halts their progress along the
Path of the Beam. (The novel can be placed between Dark Tower IV and Dark Tower V.) Roland tells a tale from his early days as a gunslinger, in
the guilt ridden year following his mother's death. Sent by his father to investigate evidence of a murderous shape shifter, a 'skin man,' Roland takes
charge of Bill Streeter, a brave but terrified boy who is the sole surviving witness to the beast's most recent slaughter. Roland, himself only a
teenager, calms the boy by reciting a story from the Book of Eld that his mother used to read to him at bedtime, 'The Wind through the Keyhole.' 'A
person's never too old for stories,' he says to Bill. 'Man and boy, girl and woman, we live for them.' And stories like these, they live for us.

Cayla Kluver
Allegiance (Legacy 02) B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781921796708
He couldn't help his past any more than he could help the way those intense, deep blue eyes pierced me and held me captive.
An eighteen-year-old queen in love with the enemy as their countries pass the point of no return?
Bound to a man she cannot love, Queen Alera of Hytanica must forget Narian, the young man who holds her heart. For Narian is destined to conquer
Hytanica at the behest of his master, the powerful magic-user known as the Overlord. Alera doesn't truly believe Narian will fight against
Hytanica?until Cokyrian troops attack with Narian commanding the charge.
Faced with the greatest betrayal a heart can know, Alera must set aside personal feelings and lead her kingdom through its darkest time. And when
all hope, will and courage seem lost, she must find strength and remember that even the blackest night must have a dawn?.

Lynn Kurland
All For You A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780515150650
Peaches Alexander has no interest in medieval studies scholar Stephen de Piaget, but when she travels through time to the Middle Ages, Stephen,
who leads a double life as a knight in training, may be the only one who can help her.

Robin LaFevers
Grave Mercy Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849394130
Ismae is a novice at a 15th Century convent in Brittany – a convent which worships the God of Death… all of the girls love their saint and are trained
in the arts of death, but they must find their own way to show their devotion and possibly discover other people to love... Cast into the French Court,
Ismae must protect the Duchess of Brittany from her enemies. With beautiful historical details, a strong and independent heroine, and a love interest
to truly fall in love with, Grave Mercy will keep you on the edge of your seat and eager for the next chapter.

Peter Lerangis
The Dead of Night (39 Clues Cahills vs Vespers) Hardcover $17.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780545298414
The Vespers have crossed a line. Amy and Dan were devastated when the Vespers kidnapped seven Cahills around the world, holding them hostage
until Amy and Dan delivered an impossibly huge ransom. But at least the hostages were Cahills - members of the world's most powerful family,
trained to face all odds. Now the Vespers have gone too far. They've kidnapped Atticus, an innocent 11-year-old boy and Dan's only friend. Now
Dan and Amy are in the struggle of their lives. Because if they can't outwit the Vespers, the unthinkable will happen ... Atticus will die.

Rebecca Lim Australian Author
Fury (Mercy 04) Trade Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780732292027
Heartbreak. Vengeance. Fury.
Mercy is an exiled angel cast down to earth and forced to live out thousands of different lives for her own protection. Betrayed by her eternal love,
Luc, Mercy burns with fury. The time of reckoning is here and now she must wage open war with Luc and his demons.
Ryan's love for Mercy is more powerful than ever, but loving an angel is mortally dangerous. As their two worlds collide, Mercy approaches her
ultimate breathtaking choice. Hell hath no fury like Mercy ...
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Katie MacAlister
Sparks Fly (Light Dragons) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780451236531
When the First Dragon orders her to right past wrongs, Ysolde de Bouchier, with the help of her friends and her light dragon mate, Baltic, sets in
motion an elaborate plan that sends shockwaves through both mortal and immortal worlds.

Shawntelle Madison
Coveted A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780345529183
An outcast of her pack, werewolf Natalya Stravinsky, who sells antiques to magical creatures, is targeted by the savage Long Island werewolves--an
attack that sends her running into the arms of her gorgeous ex-boyfriend Thorn and garners the attention of a handsome wizard who wants to claim
her as his own.

Simon Mayo
Itch Trade Paperback $24.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780857531315
Meet Itch - an accidental, accident-prone hero. Science is his weapon. Elements are his gadgets. This is Alex Rider with Geek-Power!Itchingham
Lofte - known as Itch - is fourteen, and loves science - especially chemistry. He's also an element-hunter: he's decided to collect all the elements in
the periodic table. Which has some interesting and rather destructive results in his bedroom . . . Then, Itch makes a discovery. A new element, never
seen before. At first no one believes him - but soon, someone hears about the strange new rock and wants it for himself. And Itch is in serious
danger.

Sophia McDougall
Savage City (Romantias 03) B Paperback $22.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780575096387
Imagine a world in which Rome never fell. Now the Empire stretches across the Atlantic, slaves are constructing a giant bridge over the Persian Gulf
and magnetic railways span the globe. But tensions within and without are about to change the face of the earth.
Marcus Novius is caught in a massive explosion at the Coliseum which kills his uncle the emperor...making Marcus, his heir, the new leader of the
Roman Empire.
Marcus, the healer Sulien and Una, his sister - and Marcus' own love - have been together through thick and thin, fighting for freedom, fighting for
their lives, fighting for justice and Marcus' ascension to Roman throne was supposed to be the start of something magnificent...
But Marcus is horribly wounded himself in the explosion and Sulien is having problems fighting his way through the terrible devastation to be at his
friend's - his emperor's - side.
And it's not long before Sulien and Una realise life will never be the same again, for the Roman Empire is about to face its most dangerous enemy…

Oisin McGann
Merciless Reason (Wildenstern Family) Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780552564854
Nate Wildenstern has been on the run from his family for the past three years, but he is about to discover that the murderous Wildensterns cannot be
hidden from forever... Megalomaniac and extremely dangerous cousin Gerald has been advancing his research into intelligent particles, with the
intention of creating the ultimate engimal. Can Nate return to the Wildenstern estate incognito, and take his revenge upon Gerald?

China Mieville
Perdido Street Station (New Crobuzon 01) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780345459404
Beneath the towering bleached ribs of a dead, ancient beast lies New Crobuzon, a squalid city where humans, Re-mades, and arcane races live in
perpetual fear of Parliament and its brutal militia. The air and rivers are thick with factory pollutants and the strange effluents of alchemy, and the
ghettos contain a vast mix of workers, artists, spies, junkies, and whores. In New Crobuzon, the unsavory deal is stranger to noneâ€”not even to
Isaac, a brilliant scientist with a penchant for Crisis Theory.
Isaac has spent a lifetime quietly carrying out his unique research. But when a half-bird, half-human creature known as the Garuda comes to him
from afar, Isaac is faced with challenges he has never before fathomed. Though the Garuda's request is scientifically daunting, Isaac is sparked by his
own curiosity and an uncanny reverence for this curious stranger.
While Isaac's experiments for the Garuda turn into an obsession, one of his lab specimens demands attention: a brilliantly colored caterpillar that
feeds on nothing but a hallucinatory drug and grows largerâ€”and more consumingâ€”by the day. What finally emerges from the silken cocoon will
permeate every fiber of New Crobuzonâ€”and not even the Ambassador of Hell will challenge the malignant terror it invokes . . .
A magnificent fantasy rife with scientific splendor, magical intrigue, and wonderfully realized characters, told in a storytelling style in which Charles
Dickens meets Neal Stephenson, Perdido Street Station offers an eerie, voluptuously crafted world that will plumb the depths of every reader's
imagination.

K E Mills Australian Author
Wizard Undercover (Rogue Agent 04) A Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780733628283
Wizard Undercover (Rogue Agent 04) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780316120227
There may be trouble ahead...
Wedding bells are ringing for the constantly battling nations of Splotze and Borovnik and the upcoming royal nuptials could at last put an end to
their dangerous hostilities. But in a development that hardly bodes well, one of Gerald's fellow janitors goes missing - after delivering a dire warning
of danger surrounding the marriage treaty. So Gerald must embark on a dangerous mission to uncover the troublemakers, before wedded bliss
becomes international war.
But going undercover isn't as easy as it looks, even with Melissande and Emmerabiblia for camouflage. Soon Gerald finds himself fighting for his
life as well as world peace.

L E Modesitt Jr
Princeps (Imager Portfolio 05) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780765330956
Quaeryt's prestigious new rank and marriage to Vaelora are threatened by a devastating volcanic eruption in the old capital of Telaryn, where he is
challenged to restore order in the face of chaos, corruption, and an invasion by a would-be conqueror.
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Walter Mosley
Gift of Fire / On the Head of a Pin Hardcover $39.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780765330086
The Gift of Fire
In ancient mythology, the Titan Prometheus was punished by the gods for bringing man the gift of fire - an event that set humankind on its course of
knowledge. As punishment for making man as powerful as gods, Prometheus was bound to a rock; every day his immortal body was devoured by a
giant eagle. But in The Gift of Fire, those chains cease to be, and the great champion of man walks from that immortal prison into present-day South
Central Los Angeles.
On the Head of a Pin
Joshua Winterland and Ana Fried are working at Jennings-Tremont Enterprises when they make the most important discovery in the history of this
world - or possibly the next. JTE is developing advanced animatronics editing techniques to create high-end movies indistinguishable from liveaction. Long dead stars can now share the screen with today's A-list. But one night Joshua and Ana discover something lingering in the rendered
footage - an entity that will lead them into a new age beyond the reality they have come to know.

Joseph Nassise
By the Blood of Heroes

Trade Paperback $24.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780062048752
When the increasingly desperate Germans introduce T-Leiche, a gas that resurrects the bodies of the dead, to the battlefield in 1917, leading to the
capture of Allied pilot and war poster-boy Major Jack Freeman, Captain Michael Madman Burke and his band of heroes must stay undead to rescue
him.

Alyson Noel
Whisper (Riley 04) B Paperback $14.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781447200475
Riley Bloom died, aged twelve, in a car crash with her parents and her beloved dog Buttercup. Her sister Ever survived – but that's another story.
Riley must let go of Ever and all the things that tied her to life – and discover what she's meant to be in the afterlife. Riley is a soul catcher. That
means helping the unhappy lost souls who stick around in the human realm to move on – and find their own place, over the bridge, in the great
hereafter. With her spirit guide, Bodhi, and Buttercup by her side, Riley embarks on an adventure that will take her around the world – sending
ghosts back where they belong, until she can finally make it there herself.

Elizabeth Norris
Unravelling B Paperback $14.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780007460212
Leaving the beach, seventeen-year-old Janelle Tenner is hit head on by a pickup truck.
And killed.
Then Ben Michaels, resident stoner, is leaning over her. And even though it isn't possible, she knows Ben somehow brought her back to life...
Meanwhile, Janelle's father, a special agent for the FBI, starts working on a case that seems strangely connected to Ben. Digging in his files, Janelle
finds a mysterious device - one that seems to be counting down to something that will happen in 23 days and 10 hours time.
That something? It might just be the end of the world. And if Janelle wants to stop it, she's going to need to uncover Ben's secrets - and keep from
falling in love with him in the process…

Felix J Palma
The Map of Time

B Paperback $24.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781921844751
Enter a world of wonder, intrigue, and adventure …
London, 1896. Andrew Harrington's beloved has been murdered by Jack the Ripper. Claire Haggerty longs to escape the constraints of Victorian
society. For both, time is the problem: to escape it, to change it, might offer them the hope they need. As their lives become entangled with that of
H.G. Wells — who is basking in the success of his novel The Time Machine — all three set off on a desperate flight through the centuries.
But what happens when we alter history? That is the question explored in this epic page-turner, which will take you on a dazzling ride back and forth
in time.

Amy Plum
Until I Die (Die For Me 02) B Paperback $17.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781907411038
Kate may have defeated her boyfriend's nemesis, showing off her sword skills in the process, but Vincent is sure that she will be at risk as long as
they stay together.
What's more, it's becoming clear that their relationship might prevent him from fulfilling his true purpose: saving the lives of others.
They might have the romance of the century, but will that be enough?

Lissa Price
Starters Trade Paperback $24.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780857531353
16-year-old Callie lost her parents when the 'genocide spore' wiped out everyone except those who were vaccinated first – the very young and very
old. She and her little brother must go on the run, living as squatters, fighting off unclaimed renegades who would kill for a cookie. Hope comes in
the form of the Body Bank run by a mysterious figure, known only as The Old Man. The Body Bank allows teenagers to rent out their bodies to
'Enders' - the elderly members of society - who want to be young again. But Callie discovers that her renter intends to do more than party in her
body. She intends to commit murder . . .

Amanda Quick
Crystal Gardens (Ladies of Lantern Street) Hardcover $39.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780399159084
Evangeline Ames has rented a country cottage far from the London streets where she was recently attacked. Fascinated by the paranormal energy of
nearby Crystal
Gardens, she finds pleasure in sneaking past the wall to explore the grounds. And when her life is threatened again, she instinctively goes to the
gardens for safety.
Lucas Sebastian has never been one to ignore a lady in danger, even if she is trespassing on his property. Quickly disposing of her would-be assassin,
he insists they keep the matter private. There are rumors enough already, about treasure buried under his garden, and occult botanical experiments
performed by his uncleâ€”who died of mysterious causes. With Evangeline's skill for detection, and Lucas's sense of the criminal mind, they soon
discover that they have a common enemy. And as the energy emanating from Crystal Gardens intensifies, they realize that to survive they must
unearth what has been buried for too long.
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Jeanne Ray
Calling Invisible Women Hardcover $39.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780307395054
Feeling unattractive and unappreciated as she enters her fifties, wife and mother Clover wakes up one morning and discovers that she has actually
become invisible, a condition that goes unnoticed by her family.

Robert V S Redick
The River of Shadows (Chathrand 03) B Paperback $24.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780575081857
The continuing saga of the great ship Chathrand - not since Robin Hobb has fantasy taken to the waves in such high style.
The latest novel in Robert V.S Redick's stunning and original fantasy epic is a taut race against time that takes the Chathrand across the seas in a
desperate bid to stop the sorcerer Arunis unleashing the Swarm of Night.
From the mysterious River of Shadows to the Infernal Forest, to the Island Wilderness Pazel and his companions face a phatasmogoric journey
through altered relaities, a nightmare journey which offers glimpses of what might have been while taking them into the terror of what is to come.
Will Arunis use the cursed Nilstone to end the world?
This is a rich fantasy of nightmares and unexpected beauty and is proof positie that Redick is one of the most exciting new talents in fantasy.

Matthew Reilly Australian Author
Scarecrow and the Army of Theives

Trade Paperback $24.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781742610870
SCARECROW IS BACK... AND HE'S FACING HIS WILDEST ENEMY YET. A COLD WAR RELIC
Deep in the Arctic, a long-forgotten Soviet military base known only as Dragon Island enshrouds a weapon of unimaginable destructive force – a
Cold War doomsday device with the power to obliterate the planet.
AN ARMY LIKE NO OTHER
When a mysterious and brutal terrorist group known as the Army of thieves seizes control of the island and unleashes the weapon upon an
unsuspecting world, there is only one team close enough to sabotage them: a motley equipment-testing crew of Marines and civilians led by Captain
Shane Schofield, call-sign SCARECROW.
AN IMPOSSIBLE MISSION
Outnumbered, outgunned, and with the fate of humanity hanging in the balance, Scarecrow only has a few short hours to bring down the Army of
Thieves – or see the Earth go up in flames.

Rick Riordan
The Serpent's Shadow (Kane Chronicles 03) Trade Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780141335698
The third and final book in Rick Riordan's chart-topping Kane Chronicles series.
Carter and Sadie Kane face the impossible task of defeating Apophis, the serpent of chaos, before he can destroy the mortal world. Unfortunately the
magicians of the House of Life are on the brink civil war, the Gods are divided, and the young initiates of Brooklyn House stand almost alone against
the forces of chaos.
Percy Jackson fought Greek Gods. Now the Gods of Egypt are waking in the modern world . . .

Caris Roane
Obsidian Flame (Guardians of Ascension 05) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781250008534
Fleeing captivity and escaping to Mortal Earth where she hopes to start a new life, Marguerite, who was imprisoned and used for her powerful
psychic abilities, is unable to forget her vampire lover, Thorne, who, unbeknownst to her, has followed her and will protect her at any cost.

Jeremy Robinson
Secondworld Hardcover $39.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780312617868
When the world's populations are abruptly wiped out by an apocalyptic event predicted by Hitler's scientists 70 years earlier, Lincoln Miller, a Navy
SEAL-turned-scientist stationed in the Aquarius underwater research station, teams up with a group of desperate survivors to stop a brutal neo-Nazi
repopulation plot.

Kim Stanley Robinson
2312 Trade Paperback $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781841499963
2312 Hardcover $39.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780316098120
The year is 2312. Scientific advances have opened gateways to an extraordinary future. Earth is no longer our only home; new habitats have been
created throughout the solar system, on moons, planets and in between. But in 2312, a sequence of events will force humanity to confront our past,
present and future. The first event takes place on Mercury, in the city of Terminator, itself a miracle of engineering on an unprecedented scale. For
Swan Er Hong, it will change her life. Once a designer of worlds, now Swan will be led into a plot to destroy them. 2312 is a bold vision of
humanity's future and a compelling portrait of those individuals who will shape its events.

Jane Rogers
The Testament of Jessie Lamb

Trade Paperback $24.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780062130808
When a virus that kills pregnant women is unleashed on the unsuspecting world, endangering the human race, Jessie Lamb, an ordinary 16-year-old,
begins to question everything around her, which drives her towards an ultimate test of heroism.

Veronica Roth
Insurgent (02) B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780007442911
One choice can transform you--or it can destroy you. But every choice has consequences, and as unrest surges in the factions all around her, Tris
Prior must continue trying to save those she loves--and herself--while grappling with haunting questions of grief and forgiveness, identity and
loyalty, politics and love. Tris's initiation day should have been marked by celebration and victory with her chosen faction; instead, the day ended
with unspeakable horrors. War now looms as conflict between the factions and their ideologies grows. And in times of war, sides must be chosen,
secrets will emerge, and choices will become even more irrevocable--and even more powerful. Transformed by her own decisions but also by
haunting grief and guilt, radical new discoveries, and shifting relationships, Tris must fully embrace her Divergence, even if she does not know what
she may lose by doing so. "New York Times" bestselling author Veronica Roth's much-anticipated second book of the dystopian "Divergent" series
is another intoxicating thrill ride of a story, rich with hallmark twists, heartbreaks, romance, and powerful insights about human nature.
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Michelle Rowen
Stakes & Stilettos (Immortality Bites) B Paperback $22.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780575118331
Sarah Dearly is staked, cursed and still single...so it's time to embrace her inner vamp!
'My name is Sarah Dearly. Fledgling vampire and part-time bartender, at your service. Welcome to my highly dysfunctional life.'
Newly-vamped Sarah Dearly wants her normal life back, but fate is fighting against her. She tries to get a nice, regular job - and gets staked at the
interview, only to be rescued by a masked vampire who calls himself the Red Devil. Then a wallflower-turned-witch curses her, making her a
bloodthirsty, sun-allergic nightwalker - the worst vampire there is. As if all that weren't bad enough, she can't get married because her 600-year-old
boyfriend Thierry is in a centuries-long marriage of convenience he can't escape.
As Sarah's nightwalker tendencies make her more dangerous, even to those she loves, she'll have to counteract that curse, unmask the increasingly
intriguing Red Devil, and get a commitment from her man. But if that s what it takes to secure her happiness, Sarah is ready even if it means
embracing her inner vamp to do it.

Carrie Ryan
The Dark and Hollow Places (03) B Paperback $16.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780575094857
THE FOREST OF HANDS AND TEETH introduced us to Mary and took us into her world - a world where decades after The Return, mankind is
hanging on to survival surrounded by the endless hordes of the undead; the Unconsecrated.
A novel of extraordinary power and imagination, FOREST took you to the centre of a terrible future and showed you that even there the hardest
decisions are the decisions of the heart.
A companion novel, THE DEAD TOSSED WAVES, followed in Autumn 2010 and this novel will continue Ryan's superb story.
Perfect for readers looking for their next injection of supernatural thrills and dread, the series has already proved to be a word-of-mouth sensation,
powered by extraordinary internet activity.

Michelle Sagara
Silence (Queen of the Dead 01) Hardcover $39.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780756407421
After losing her boyfriend in a terrible accident, Emma regularly visits the cemetery at night until she encounters a strange old woman.

Jeff Salyards
Scourge of the Betrayer (Bloodsounder's Arc 01) Hardcover $39.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781597804066
A gritty new fantasy saga begins...
Many tales are told of the Syldoon Empire and its fearsome soldiers, who are known throughout the world for their treachery and atrocities. Some
say that the Syldoon eat virgins and babies--or perhaps their own mothers. Arkamondos, a bookish young scribe, suspects that the Syldoon's dire
reputation may have grown in the retelling, but he's about to find out for himself.
Hired to chronicle the exploits of a band of rugged Syldoon warriors, Arki finds himself both frightened and fascinated by the men's enigmatic
leader, Captain Braylar Killcoin. A secretive, mercurial figure haunted by the memories of those he's killed with his deadly flail. As Arki heads off
on a mysterious mission into parts unknown he is promised a chance to finally record a historic adventure well worth the telling, but first he must
survive the experience!
A gripping military fantasy in the tradition of Glen Cook, Scourge of the Betrayer explores the brutal politics of Empire--and the searing impact of
violence and dark magic on a man's soul.

Lynsay Sands
Under a Vampire Moon (Argeneau) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780062100207
While on vacation in St. Lucia, Carolyn Connor, who, after escaping a bad marriage, has no time for men, falls victim to the matchmaking schemes
of the charming Marguerite Argeneau who believes she is the perfect life mate for Christian Notte, a vampire who has never known love.

Vampires are Forever (Argeneau) B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780575110731
He's been waiting forever for a woman like her...
Inez Urso is beginning to have her doubts. Her business associate Thomas Argeneau has some interesting traits, like an allergic reaction to the sun,
excellent night vision and not much of an appetite for food. And to top it all off, he just tried to bite her neck...but maybe that was a sign of passion.
If so, she'd be happy to experience more, despite her determination not to mix business with pleasure.
Well, if not forever, at least two hundred years. Inez is the most beautiful woman he's seen in centuries. Those luscious lips, seductive curves and her
elegant neck...he just couldn't resist the temptation of one little bite. Now Thomas will do anything to convince her that only an immortal like him
can satisfy her all night long...

Andrzej Sapkowski
The Last Wish (Witcher 01) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780316029186
Geralt de Rivia is a witcher. A cunning sorcerer. A merciless assassin. And a cold-blooded killer. His sole purpose: to destroy the monsters that
plague the world. But not everything monstrous-looking is evil and not everything fair is good . . . and in every fairy tale there is a grain of truth.

John Scalzi
Fuzzy Nation A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780765367037
Jack Holloway works alone. Hundreds of miles from ZaraCorp's headquarters on planet, 178 light-years from the corporation's headquarters on
Earth, Jack is content as an independent contractor. As for his past, that's not up for discussion.
Then, in the wake of an accidental cliff collapse, Jack discovers a seam of unimaginably valuable jewels, to which he manages to lay legal claim just
as ZaraCorp is cancelling their contract with him for his part in causing the collapse. Briefly in the catbird seat, legally speaking, Jack pressures
ZaraCorp into recognizing his claim, and cuts them in as partners to help extract the wealth.
But there's another wrinkle to ZaraCorp's relationship with the planet Zarathustra. Their entire legal right to exploit the verdant Earth-like planet is
based on being able to certify to the authorities on Earth that Zarathustra is home to no sentient species.
Then a small furry biped - trusting, appealing, and ridiculously cute - shows up at Jack's outback home. Followed by its family. As it dawns on Jack
that despite their stature, these are people, he begins to suspect that ZaraCorp's claim to a planet's worth of wealth is very flimsy indeed - and that
ZaraCorp may stop at nothing to eliminate the fuzzys before their existence becomes more widely known.
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Michael Scott
The Warlock (Nicholas Flamel 05) Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780552562560
The Newman twins have finally been divided. The end is near.In San Francisco, Josh has chosen a side - and he will not stand with his sister, Sophie,
or The Alchemyst, Nicholas Flamel. He has chosen to fight along side John Dee and the mysterious Virginia Dare. Sophie will do anything she can
to find her brother, but her training must continue. Earth Magic is next; with Perenelle and Nicholas as weak as they are, Niten must help her to find
her instructor. Someone Sophie already knows very well…Fans of the Secrets of the Immortal Nicholas Flamel series will be breathless in
anticipation of this thrilling penultimate chapter in Sophie and Josh’s adventures.

Darren Shan
Palace of the Damned

B Paperback $14.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780732295264
Lost in the arctic waste, carrying a baby whose love he could never deserve, Larten faces the darkest time he has ever known.
But hope has a way of shining through even the smallest of cracks, and just as Larten reaches the end, a new beginning presents itself. The trouble is,
for Larten, the violence of his youth is never far from the surface... and those he loves are the ones he hurts the most. As Larten experiences heaven
and hell, and tries to save the soul of a child, the question is: can he save his own? Ages: 9+

Robert Silverberg
Lord Valentine's Castle (Majipoor 01) Trade Paperback $24.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780451464613
A man without memories, who works with a group of entertainers traveling across the magical planet of Majipoor, begins receiving messages in
dreams that indicate he is a king and must return home and reclaim his throne.

James Smythe
The Testimony

B Paperback $24.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780007464418
What would you do if the world was brought to a standstill? If you heard deafening static followed by the words 'MY CHILDREN, DO NOT BE
AFRAID'? Would you turn to God? Declare it an act of terrorism? Subscribe to the conspiracy theories? Or put your faith in science and a rational
explanation? The lives of all twenty-six people in this account are affected by the message. Most because they heard it. Some because they didn't.
THE TESTIMONY - a gripping story of the world brought to its knees and of its people, confused and afraid.

Melinda Snodgrass
Edge of Ruin (Edge 02) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780765355577
As CEO of Lumina Enterprises Richard Oort struggles to defend humanity as he learns that a mysterious gate is allowing the Old Ones to threaten
the forces of reason and unleash fear, irrationality, and chaos upon Earth.

Olaf Stapledon
Odd John (SF Masterworks) B Paperback $22.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780575072244
The book that gave the world the term Homo superior.
John Wainwright is a freak, a human mutation with an extraordinary intelligence which is both awesome and frightening to behold.
Ordinary humans are mere playthings to him. And Odd John has a plan - to create a new order on Earth, a new supernormal species.
But the world is not ready for such a change...

John Stephens
The Emerald Atlas (Books of Beginning 01) Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780552564021
They were taken from their beds one frozen night, when the world was covered in snow. The silhouette of a tall, thin man has haunted Kate ever
since. Ten years on, Kate, Michael and Emma have grown up in a string of miserable orphanages, and all memories of their parents have faded to a
blur. Arriving at Cambridge Falls, where the rolling fog distorts their sense of time and the town is eerily silent, the children quickly realise there is
something different about this place - and Kate feels sure she has seen the dark, crooked house before. Exploring the house, they discover an old,
empty leather book. The moment they touch it, an ancient magical prophecy is set irrevocably in motion, and the children are thrown into a
dangerous alternate reality of dark enchantments, terrifying monsters, noble dwarves and entire cities buried beneath the earth. Only they can prevent
the terrible event that will ruin Cambridge Falls - and stop the world from falling into complete devastation.

Gabi Stevens
Wishful Thinking

A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780765365057
When three famous--and rogue--fairy godmothers, who, framed for treason, are on the lam, inform her that she is one of them, free-spirited artist
Stormy Jones-Smyth must find a way to distract her hot new guardian so that she can expose the plot against the godmothers and get control of her
magic.

Amanda Stevens
The Prophet A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780778313397
My name is Amelia Gray.
I am the Graveyard Queen, a cemetery restorer who sees ghosts. My father passed down four rules to keep me safe and I've broken every last one. A
door has opened and evil wants me back.
In order to protect myself, I've vowed to return to those rules. But the ghost of a murdered cop needs my help to find his killer. The clues lead me to
the dark side of Charleston?where witchcraft, root doctors and black magic still flourish?and back to John Devlin, a haunted police detective I should
only love from afar.
Now I'm faced with a terrible choice: follow the rules or follow my heart.

Juliana Stone
Wicked Road to Hell (League Guardians) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780062022646
Forced to serve a mysterious master after being rescued from eternal darkness, vampire Ana DeLacrux must team up with the one man who can
make her forget her vow when the streets of New Orleans become a dangerous place for both humans and the underworld.

Arkady & Boris Strugatsky
Roadside Picnic Trade Paperback $24.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781613743416
Red Schuhart is a stalker, one of those young rebels who are compelled, in spite of the extreme danger, to venture illegally into the Zone to collect
the mysterious artifacts that the alien visitors left scattered around. His life is dominated by the place and the thriving black market in the alien
products. But when he and his friend Kirill go into the Zone together to pick up a "full empty," something goes wrong. And the news he gets from
his girlfriend upon his return makes it inevitable that he'll keep going back to the Zone, again and again, until he finds the answer to all his problems.
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James Swain
Dark Magic Hardcover $39.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780765329943
Peter Warlock is a magician with a dark secret. Every night, he amazes audiences at his private theater in New York, where he performs feats that
boggle the imagination. But his day job is just a cover for his otherworldly pursuits: Peter is a member of an underground group of psychics who
gaze into the future to help prevent crimes.
No one, not even his live-in girlfriend, knows the truth about Peter - until the seance when he foresees an unspeakable act of violence that will
devastate the city. As Peter and his friends rush to prevent tragedy, Peter discovers that a shadowy cult of evil psychics, the Order of Astrum, know
all about his abilities. They are hunting him and his fellow psychics down, one by one, determined to silence them forever.
Dark Magic is a genre-bending supernatural thriller from national bestselling novelist and real-life magician James Swain.

Travis S Taylor & Les Johnson
Back to the Moon A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781451637731
As a U.S. mission to the moon prepares to lift off decades after the 1969 lunar mission, a secret Chinese trip to the moon is revealed when a distress
signal is received, prompting the U.S. team to turn a journey of discovery into a desperate rescue mission.

Ian Tregillis
Bitter Seeds (Bitter Seeds 01) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780765361202
It's 1939. The Nazis have supermen, the British have demons, and one perfectly normal man gets caught in between.
Raybould Marsh is a British secret agent in the early days of the Second World War, haunted by something strange he saw on a mission during the
Spanish Civil War: a German woman with wires going into her head who looked at him as if she knew him.
When the Nazis start running missions with people who have unnatural abilities, a woman who can turn invisible, a man who can walk through
walls, and the woman Marsh saw in Spain who can use her knowledge of the future to twist the present, Marsh is the man who has to face them. He
rallies the secret warlocks of Britain to hold the impending invasion at bay. But magic always exacts a price. Eventually, the sacrifice necessary to
defeat the enemy will be as terrible as outright loss would be.
Alan Furst meets Alan Moore in the opening of an epic of supernatural alternate history, the tale of a twentieth century like ours and also profoundly
different.

Mark L van Name
No Going Back (Jon and Lobo 05) Hardcover $39.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781451638103
ENOUGH IS ENOUGH
Jon and Lobo are back-band everything is about to change. If they both survive.
Haunted by memories of children he could not save, Jon Moore is so increasingly self-destructive that even his best friend, the hyper-intelligent
Predator-Class Assault Vehicle, Lobo, is worried. When Jon risks meeting a woman from his distant past and undertakes a high-stakes mission, Lobo
fears this will be their last.
The job is illegal.
They have to take on one of the oldest, most powerful men alive.
Two different security forces are tracking them.
And Jon is falling in love.
Desperate and out of options on a world so inhospitable that its statues and monuments outnumber its living inhabitants, Jon and Lobo encounter
their deadliest challenges yet. They must make decisions from which there truly is. . . NO GOING BACK

Rachel Vincent
Shadow Bound B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781921796227
Vernor Vinge
The Children of the Sky (Zones of Thought 03) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780812579925
Ten years after a disaster that nearly obliterated humankind throughout the galaxy, Ravna Bergnsdot must try to prevent power-seeking humans and
intelligent pack animals called Tines from dragging the fledgling civilization on Tines World into chaos.

Stephen Wallenfels
Pod A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781937007430
As alien spacecraft fill the sky and zap up any human being who dares to go outside, fifteen-year-old Josh and twelve-year-old Megs, living in
different cities, describe what could be their last days on Earth.

Christine Warren
On the Prowl (Others) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780312357214
Saskia, a member of a race of weretigers called the Tiguri, agrees to an arranged marriage with Tiguri alpha male Nicolas Preda in order to unite two
powerful families--a dangerous union that brings out the beast in both of them.

Chuck Wendig
Blackbirds A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780857662309
Miriam Black knows when you will die.
Still in her early twenties, she's foreseen hundreds of car crashes, heart attacks, strokes, suicides, and slow deaths by cancer. But when Miriam
hitches a ride with truck driver Louis Darling and shakes his hand, she sees that in thirty days Louis will be gruesomely murdered while he calls her
name.
Miriam has given up trying to save people; that only makes their deaths happen. But Louis will die because he met her, and she will be the next
victim. No matter what she does she can't save Louis. But if she wants to stay alive, she'll have to try.

K D Wentworth
The Crucible of Empire (Empire 02) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781451638042
Humanity is first subjugated by haughty alien colonizers calling themselves the Jao when Earth is unexpectedly attacked by the implacable and
nearly-unstoppable Ekhat, exterminators of all intelligent life not their own. Now the fragile Human-Jao alliance is put to the test. A devastating
encounter with the Ekhat in a distant nebula reveals a powerful alien society that may hold the key to defeating the Ekhat once and for all. There's
one big problem: they utterly loathe humanity's ally, the Jao. And why shouldn't they? It was the Jao who drove them into hiding in the first place.
Once again, everything depends on those innovators and idea-generators, the humans, to quell a brewing war and forge a tripartite alliance of very
different species or be blasted to empty cinders if they don't succeed.
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Steve White
Extremis (Starfire 06) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781451638141
An implacable foe with telepathic cohesion in battle, near-immortality, and eons-advanced engineering skills threatens to wipe humanity from the
galaxy. What's more, they've overcome their one weakness - no faster-than-light travel - and have followed humanity through our star gates and
beyond. But humans are the master of adaption, and have got a counterpunch of devastating proportions in reserve. Now a hard-bitten and brilliant
admiral must face down renewed alien attack and somehow communicate to the enemy that if he is forced to use his ultimate military option, galactic
civilization itself may come to a fiery end.

Sean Williams & Garth Ni x Australian Author
The Monster (Troubletwisters 02) B Paperback $9.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781742373997
Last time, twins Jaide and Jack defeated The Evil with luck and intuition. This time they must truly master their powers as troubletwisters. The
second exciting, mysterious instalment in the series, from fantasy masters Garth Nix and Sean Williams.
After The Evil's assault on Portland, everything returns to relative normality...for the moment. The twins continue to work hard to control their Gifts,
and at school they make a new friend, Tara. But then the instruments in Grandma X's antique store begin registering Evil activity, and Tara's dad
turns out to be the suspicious big-city property developer working on the house next door. Matters turn from bad to worse when the twins discover
that Grandma's cats are fighting an important battle of their own. Can the twins solve the mystery of the Living Ward before it's too late?

F Paul Wilson
Nightworld (Repairman Jack) Hardcover $39.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780765321671
This is the way the world ends - not with a bang but a scream in the dark.
It begins at dawn, when the sun rises late. Then the holes appear. The first forms in Central Park, in sight of an apartment where Repairman Jack and
a man as old as time watch with growing dread. Gaping holes, bottomless and empty - until sundown, when the first unearthly, hungry creatures
appear.
Nightworld brings F. Paul Wilson's Adversary Cycle and Repairman Jack saga to an apocalyptic finale as Jack and Glaeken search the Secret History
to gather a ragtag army for a last stand against the Otherness and a hideously transformed Rasalom.

Rebecca Zanetti
Hunted Trade Paperback $24.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780758259271
When her one-night stand from a hundred years ago turns up to claim her and request her family's assistance with a war he's brewing, Moira Dunne,
a witch with the ability to manipulate time and space, tries to deny her feelings for this man she's never been able to forget.

Sarah Zettel
Let Them Eat Stake (Vampire Chef 02) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780451236456
It's a dream for a "Vampire Chef"-cater the high-profile wedding of a 200-year-old vampire and a wealthy witch. So why did celebrity chef Oscar
Simmons walk away from this gig? Charlotte agrees to take his place, even though she knows this event, thrown by power-hungry vampires and
witches, could make (or break) her career, her restaurant, and her life. But when Simmons turns up dead, the groom's family starts vanishing, and the
police start asking pointed questions, Charlotte fears she may have picked the wrong wedding to stake her reputation on…

Anthologies and Short Story Collections
Kevin J Anderson Editor
The Mammoth Book of Nebula Awards SF

Trade Paperback $12.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781780334295
The very best short SF and fantasy fiction of the year as chosen by the Science Fiction and Fantasy Writers of America The very best short SF fiction
of any given year as recommended and nominated by the members of the Science Fiction and Fantasy Writers of America: the best novella, novelette
and short story. Here you will find the cream of the crop of science fiction and fantasy - startling ideas, the intricate construction of new worlds and
mind-bending experimental writing. This anthology includes not only the Nebula Award-winning works in each short-form category, but also all the
nominees in the novelette and short story categories. Here you will find colourful fantasy, outstanding speculative fiction, steampunk, edgy writing
on the fringes of the mainstream and uncompromisingly hard SF in stories set in the distant past, an off-kilter present day, the far future or some
times in between.

Anne Berry
The Water Children

Hardcover $39.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781451642186
WHAT WILL DESTROY ONE CHILD WILL BE THE MAKING OF ANOTHER.
From the icy banks of a secluded country pond to the fevered core of a historic London heat wave and immersion in an abandoned underwater
village in the Tuscan mountains, four young people - each of whose lives has been irrevocably altered by water - converge in this brilliantly plotted
drama of passion, betrayal, revenge, and redemption.
Owen is haunted by nightmares of the Merfolk. He believes they have stolen his little sister, who vanished while he was meant to be watching her on
the beach. But he was only a child himself. Is it fair for his mother to have blamed him all these years?
Catherine's perfect Christmas was ruined when she went skating on a frozen pond with her cousin and the other girl nearly died. Yet it is Catherine
who feels, as she says, permanently trapped under the ice.
Sean grew up on a farm in Ireland. Learning to swim in the River Shannon was his way of escaping the bitter poverty of his childhood, but
communing with the river spirits incurred his superstitious father's wrath.
Naomi never feared the water. She was orphaned, cruelly abused, and the sea offered a cleansing balm; she reveled in the ocean's power. But Naomi
has another secret buried deep within her, and during one searing hot summer she will be the catalyst for the coming together - and tearing apart - of
the water children.

Isobelle Carmody Australian Author
Metro Winds Trade Paperback $24.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781865084442
An engrossing collection of stories from one of Australia's most loved fantasy writers, and creator of the acclaimed Obernewtyn Chronicles.
A girl is sent across the world to discover her destiny in the dark tunnels of the Metro. Another seeks a lost sister in a park where winter lasts forever.
A young man fulfils a dying wish. A mother works magic to summon a true princess for her son. A man seeks an ending to his story. An old man
goes in search of his shadow.
This is a world of desire and transformation, the real and the not real, from the queen of modern fantasy.
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Hal Colebatch, Jane Lindskold, Charles E Gannon, Alex Hernandez Australian Author
Man-Kzin Wars XIII (Kzin) Trade Paperback $24.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781451638165
Larry Niven's bestselling Man-Kzin series continues! The kzin, formerly invincible conquerors of all they encountered, had a hard time dealing with
their ignominious defeat by the leaf-eating humans. Some secretly hatched schemes for a rematch, others concentrated on gathering power within the
kzin hierarchy, and some shamefully cooperated with the contemptible humans, though often for hidden motives. In war and in uneasy peace, kzin
and humans continue their adventures with a Â masterful addition to the Man-Kzin Wars shared universe created by multiple New York Times bestseller, incomparable tale-spinner, and Nebula- and five-time Hugo-Award-winner, Larry Niven. Stories by Jane Lindskold, Charles E. Gannon, Hal
Colebatch, and more.

M R James
Curious Warnings Hardcover $39.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780857388049
Montague Rhodes James – M. R. James – was an English academic and provost of King's College and Eton. He started writing ghost stories to
entertain his friends... one hundred and fifty years after his birth he is now revered as the father of the modern English ghost story.
This gorgeous hardback collection contains all thirty-five of M.R. James's highly acclaimed ghost stories, including the classics: Oh Whistle, and I'll
Come to You, My Lad and Canon Alberic's Scrapbook. As well as a foreword by Clark Ashton Smith and an extended Afterword by Stephen Jones
the book is gloriously illustrated by award-winning artist Les Edwards, who has provided a frontispiece and a dozen full-page illustrations, as well as
many small pictures throughout the text.

George R. R. Martin Editor
Fort Freak (Wild Cards) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780765364685
n 1946, an alien virus that rewrites human DNA was accidentally unleashed in the skies over New York City. It killed ninety percent of those it
infected. Nine percent survived, mutated into tragically deformed creatures. And one percent gained superpowers. The Wild Cards shared-universe
series, created and edited by New York Times #1 bestseller George R. R. Martin (called â€œthe American Tolkienâ€? by Time), is the tale of the
history of the world since thenâ€”and of the heroes among the one percent.
Now, in the latest Wild Cards mosaic novel, we get to know the hard-bitten world of Manhattan's Fifth Precinctâ€”or â€œFort Freak,â€? as cops and
malefactors alike call the cop-shop where every other desk sergeant, detective, and patrol officer is more than human.
Featuring original work by writers such as Cherie Priest, author of the bestselling Boneshaker; Paul Cornell, Hugoâ€“nominated comic book and
Doctor Who writer; David Anthony Durham, winner of 2009's John W. Campbell Award for Best New Writer; and many others, Fort Freak is one of
the strongest offerings yet in the ongoing Wild Cards project.

Jeff Vandermeer & Ann Vandermeer (Editors), China Mieville, George R R Martin, Kelly Link, Stephen King, Neil Gaiman,
William Gibson, Michael Chabon, Mervyn Peake, Haruki Murakami, Franz Kafka, M R James, Angela Carter, Clive Barker
Weird, The: A Compendium of Strange and Dark Stories Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780765333605
From Lovecraft to Borges to Gaiman, a century of intrepid literary experimentation has created a corpus of dark and strange stories that transcend all
known genre boundaries. Together these stories form The Weird, and its practitioners include some of the greatest names in twentieth and twentyfirst century literature.
Exotic and esoteric, The Weird plunges you into dark domains and brings you face to face with surreal monstrosities. You won't find any elves or
wizards here...but you will find the biggest, boldest, and downright most peculiar stories from the last hundred years bound together in the biggest
Weird collection ever assembled.
The Weird features 110 stories by an all-star cast, from literary legends to international bestsellers to Booker Prize winners.

Rachael Wing
Star-Crossed Romeo and Juliet B Paperback $15.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780439943031
Who wouldn't want to star in the world's greatest romance? Your dream's come true. Your school's doing "Romeo and Juliet" and you get the starring
role of Juliet. Perfect! There's just one catch: the boy you hate is playing Romeo. He isn't any old enemy - your families are at daggers drawn. A bit
like in Romeo and Juliet ...except there's no way you're going to fall for him…

Michelle Zink
A Temptation of Angels Trade Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780803737266
Even angels make mistakes in this page-turning epic romance
When her parents are murdered before her eyes, sixteen-year-old Helen Cartwright finds herself launched into an underground London where a
mysterious organization called the Dictata controls the balance of good and evil. Helen learns that she is one of three remaining angelic descendants
charged with protecting the world's past, present, and future. Unbeknownst to her, she has been trained her whole life to accept this responsibility.
Now, as she finds herself torn between the angelic brothers protecting her and the devastatingly handsome childhood friend who wants to destroy
her, she must prepare to be brave, to be hunted, and above all to be strong, because temptation will be hard to resist, even for an angel.
Michelle Zink masterfully weaves historical fantasy with paranormal romance to create a gripping tale of love and betrayal.
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Television, Movie and Comic Related Books
Black Orchid Delux Edition Hardcover $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781401233358
Neil Gaiman & Dave McKean
Before introducing the modern version of The Sandman, Neil Gaiman wrote this dark tale that reinvented a strange DC Comics super hero in the
Vertigo mold. Featuring spectacular art by Gaiman's frequent collaborator, Dave McKean, BLACK ORCHID is now collected in hardcover for the
first time. After being viciously murdered, Susan Linden is reborn fully grown as the Black Orchid, a hybrid of plant and human, destined to avenge
her own death. Now, as this demigoddess attempts to reconcile human memory and botanical origins, she must untangle the webs of deception and
secrets that led to her death. Beginning in the cold streets of a heartless metropolis and ending in the Amazon rainforest, this book takes the reader on
a journey through secrets, suffering and self-rediscovery

Katsuya Terada's the Monkey King Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781595829245
Katsuya Terada
Painted entirely in full color, this title tells the epic of Goku, a savage ape once imprisoned by Lord Buddha himself, but now freed by the monk
Sanzo to serve as his bodyguard on a journey to the West ...across a wasteland filled with weird, violent, and sexy demons.

Snow White and the Huntsman $18.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781907411700
A thrilling new novel based on Universal's big spring release Snow White and the Huntsman
A breathtaking new vision of a legendary tale. Snow White is the only person in the land fairer than the evil queen who is out to destroy her. But in a
twist to the fairytale, the Huntsman ordered to take Snow White into the woods to be killed becomes her protector and mentor in a quest to vanquish
the Evil Queen.
Includes fold-out film poster!

Avatar
The Science of Avatar Trade Paperback $35 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780575130968
Stephen Baxter
The science behind the movie written with the support of director James Cameron.
James Cameron's Avatar is the biggest movie of all time.
Now the movie's legendary director has leant his support to an exploration of the world of Pandora with bestselling science-fiction author Stephen
Baxter. From journeys into deep space to anti-gravity unobtanium, from Pandora's extraordinary flora and fauna to transferring consciousness,
Baxter and Cameron reveal that we are often closer to world of Avatar than we might imagine.
Stephen Baxter is the master of 'what-if ' science fiction. In THE SCIENCE OF AVATAR he's written a book that will appeal to fans of both
science-fiction and popular science.
THE SCIENCE OF AVATAR will offer fans the unique opportunity to explore the spectacular world of Pandora, from the creator himself.

Doctor Who
Doctor Who and the Tenth Planet Paperback $12.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849904742
Gerry Davis
The TARDIS brings the Doctor and his friends to a space tracking base in the Antarctic - and straight into trouble. A space mission is going badly
wrong, and anew planet has appeared in the sky.
Mondas, ancient fabled twin planet of Earth has returned. Soon its inhabitants arrive. But while they used to be just like the humans of Earth, now
they are very different. Devoid of emotions, their bodies replaced with plastic and steel, the Cybermen are here.
Humanity needs all the help it can get, but the one man who seems to know what's going on is terminally ill. As the Cybermen take over, the Doctor
is dying...
This novel is based on the final story to feature the First Doctor, which was originally broadcast from 8 - 29 October 1966. This was the first Doctor
Who story to feature the Cybermen. Featuring the First Doctor as played by William Hartnell in his final story, and his companions Ben and Polly.

The Silent Stars Go By CD $39.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781445877334
Dan Abnett
The winter festival is approaching for the hardy colony of Morphans, but no one is in the mood to celebrate. They 're trying to build a new life on a
cold new world, but each year it gets harder and harder. It's almost as if some dark force is working against them. Then three mysterious travellers
arrive out of the midwinter night. Are they bringing the gift of salvation, or doom? What else lurks out there in the dark? What else might be about to
wake up?
Michael Maloney reads this original adventure by Dan Abnett, featuring the Eleventh Doctor, Amy and Rory

The Guardians of Prophecy CD $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781844355860
The TARDIS materialises on Serenity, the last surviving world of the Traken Union. Peri expects a good place for a holiday – not tomb raiders, a
labyrinth filled with terrifying monsters and a trap-laden necropolis.
For Serenity’s gentle name belies its history as the home planet of the Melkur, soldiers created to serve a long dead dark force, the embodiment of
evil itself. Whilst they sleep, vicious thieves are after this force’s secrets, and will stop at nothing to find them.
But will they find more than they bargained for?
Written By: Johnny Byrne and Jonathan Morris
Directed By: Ken Bentley
Cast: Colin Baker (The Doctor), Nicola Bryant (Peri), Graham Cole (Ebbko/Melkur), James George (Mura), Nigel Lambert (Auga), Simon Williams
(Guardian), Stephen Thorne (Malador), Victoria Pritchard (Felia), Glynn Sweet (Horgan), Duncan Wisbey (Escalus). 2CDs approx 120 minutes

The Jigsaw War CD $24.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781844356225
A cell. Four walls, one door. Jamie McCrimmon can escape, but it means unravelling a puzzle of extraordinary complexity.
And there are more than just two players in this game. The Doctor is there. So is his opponent Si
As a hero turns killer, and a rebellion becomes anarchy, the lines between good and evil are blurred. And so does the distinction between cause and
effect…
Written By: Eddie Robson
Directed By: Lisa Bowerman
Cast: Frazer Hines (Jamie McCrimmon), Dominic Mafham (Moran)
1CD approx 60 minutes
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The Emerald Tiger CD $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781844356270
A new adventure in time and space for the Fifth Doctor and his companions Tegan, Turlough and Nyssa.
Tiger, tiger, burning bright, In the forests of the night…
Calcutta, 1926. The Doctor and his companions join an expedition to locate the fabled emerald tiger – a legendary marvel shrouded in myth and
mystery. They must journey to an unexplored lost world filled with wonder and wickedness.
But at the centre of this terra incognita, something is stirring. Something with emerald eyes, diamond-sharp claws and a heart of darkness.
Peter Davison (The Doctor) Janet Fielding (Tegan Jovanka), Mark Strickson (Vislor Turlough), Sarah Sutton (Nyssa), Cherie
Lunghi (Lady Adela), Sam Dastor (Professor Narayan), Vincent Ebrahim (Shardul Khan), Neil Stacy (Major Haggard), Vineeta Rishi (Dawon),
Gwilym Lee (Djahn/Lord Edgar), Trevor Cooper (Colonel Creighton/Kimball). Approx 120 minutes

The Jupiter Conjunction CD $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781844356287
This story takes place between the TV stories Enlightenment and The King's Demons.
Eight slash Q Panenka, a craggy comet with a 13km circumference, has an elliptical orbit that takes it between Earth and Jupiter. Which, in the year
2329, makes it a cheap means of space freight – the second class postal service of the solar system.
But when the TARDIS lands on Panenka, the Doctor, Tegan, Turlough and Nyssa discover a community falling apart at the seams – plagued by
thefts, and mysterious disappearances among the 'piggybackers' who eke out a desperate existence on the comet.
While Tegan and Nyssa suit up for a dangerous excursion into the comet's Unstable Zone, the Doctor and Turlough find themselves pawns in a game
that could lead to tragedy for both Earth and Jupiter alike…
Written By: Eddie Robson, Directed By: Ken Bentley , Cast: Peter Davison (The Doctor), Janet Fielding (Tegan Jovanka), Mark Strickson (Vislor
Turlough), Sarah Sutton (Nyssa), Rebecca Front (Patricia Walton), John Cummins (Anton Falcao), Ellie Burrow (Chica St Jude), Zoe Lister (Violet
Silvaner), Ben Porter (Major Nash), Simon Blake (Manny), Philip Pope (Jovians). Approx 120 minutes

The Wanderer CD $24.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781844356218
A new adventure with the First Doctor, as told by his companion, Ian.
Siberia at the end of the 19th Century, and the TARDIS arrives just as a shooting star hurtles to the ground. With it comes an illness that affects the
Doctor and Susan, and knowledge that must not fall into the wrong hands. With his friends either dying or lost, Ian Chesterton must save the future.
Performed by WILLIAM RUSSELL as Ian Chesterton with TIM CHIPPING as Grigory
Approx 60 minutes

Energy of the Daleks CD $24.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781844356157
A new adventure in time and space for the Fourth Doctor and Leela.
The Doctor and Leela find themselves in the middle of London at the time of a new energy crisis. The GlobeSphere Corporation seems to have all
the answers – but several thousand protestors beg to differ.
What is the connection between the National Gallery and
a base on the Moon? Has radical thinker Damien Stephens simply sold out, or does he have a more sinister agenda?
The Doctor has detected a mysterious energy reading.
Could it be that the most evil creatures in the universe have returned to claim ultimate victory once and for all?
Tom Baker (The Doctor), Louise Jameson (Leela), Alex Lowe (Damien Stephens/Roboman), Mark Benton (Jack Coulson), Caroline Keiff (Lydia
Harding), Dan Starkey (Kevin Winston/Roboman), Nicholas Briggs (The Daleks), John Dorney (Roboman). Approx 60 minutes.

Doctor Who and the Loch Ness Monster A Paperback $12.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849904759
Terrance Dicks
Centuries ago, a Zygon spaceship crash landed in Loch Ness. Now, with their home planet destroyed, the alien creatures plan to take over Earth.
Their most powerful weapon is a huge armoured dinosaur-like creature of terrifying power that they brought to earth as an embryo - the Loch Ness
Monster. The Doctor, Sarah and Harry soon discover that the Zygons have another weapon. They can assume the identity of any human they capture.
Who know which of their friends might really be a Zygon?
UNIT faces one of its toughest battles as Broton, Warlord of the Zygons, puts his plan into action and the Loch Ness Monster attacks.
This novel is based on a Doctor Who story which was originally broadcast from 30 August - 20 September 1975.
Featuring the Fourth Doctor as played by Tom Baker, with his companions Sarah Jane Smith and Harry Sullivan and the UNIT organisation
commanded by Brigadier Lethbridge-Stewart

Serpent Crest: Aladdin Time Cassette Audio $24.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781408468876
Paul Magrs
Tom Baker stars as the Fourth Doctor in the third of five thrilling brand new adventures, with Susan Jameson as Mrs Wibbsey.
Trapped underground, the Doctor and Mrs Wibbsey encounter a small boy who claims to be Aladdin, in search of a fabled lamp. He joins them on
their own quest, to find a power source in this weird domain and switch it off.
Many obstacles lie in their way. Vast rooms stuffed with exotic items give way to torch-lit tunnels and deadly precipices. Creatures of mythical
proportions lie in wait. Peculiar atmospheres take their toll on them. Perhaps strangest of all, the Doctor's multi-coloured scarf appears to take on a
life of its own...
As friends are separated and uneasy alliances are formed, the strange environment attempts to claim them. Will the Doctor and Mrs Wibbsey ever get
back to Hexford? And will Aladdin discover who he really is?
With Tom Baker as the Doctor, Susan Jameson as Mrs Wibbsey, Guy Harvey as Aladdin, Sophie Ward as the Storyteller, Terrence Hardiman as the
Gryphon, Andrew Sachs as the Scarf, Simon Shepherd as the Magician, and Su Douglas as the Toad, 'Aladdin Time' is the third of five linked stories
written by Paul Magrs.

Doctor Who and the Ark in Space A Paperback $12.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849904766
Ian Marter
The survivors of a devastated future Earth lie in suspended animation on a great satellite. When Earth is safe again, they will awaken. But when the
Doctor, Sarah and Harry arrive on the Terra Nova, they find the systems have failed and the humans never woke.
The Wirrrn Queen has infiltrated the satellite, and laid her eggs inside one of the sleepers. As the first of the humans wake, they face an attack by the
emerging Wirrrn.
But not everyone is what they seem, and the only way the Doctor can discover the truth is by joining with the dead mind of the Wirrrn Queen. The
price of failure is the Doctor's death, and the end of humanity.
This novel is based on a Doctor Who story which was originally broadcast from 25 January - 15 February 1975.
Featuring the Fourth Doctor as played by Tom Baker, and his companions Sarah Jane Smith and Harry Sullivan.
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Doctor Who and the Day of the Daleks A Paperback $12.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849904735
Terrance Dicks
UNIT is called in an important diplomat is attacked in his own home - by a man who then vanishes into thin air. The Doctor and Jo spend a night in
the 'haunted' house and meet the attackers - who have 'time-jumped' back from the 22nd century in the hope of changing history.
Travelling forward in time, the Doctor and Jo find themselves trapped in a future world where humans are slaves and the Daleks have already
invaded. Using their ape-like servants to Ogrons to maintain order, the Daleks are now the masters of Earth.
As the Doctor desperately works to discover what has happened to put history off-track, the Daleks plan a time-jump attack on the 20th century.
This novel is based on a Doctor Who story which was originally broadcast from 1 - 22 January 1972.
Featuring the Third Doctor as played by Jon Pertwee, with his companion Jo Grant and the UNIT organisation commanded by Brigadier LethbridgeStewart

The Three Doctors A Paperback $12.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849904780
Terrance Dicks
A mysterious black hole is draining away power from the Universe. Even the Time Lords are threatened. The Doctor is also in trouble. Creatures
from the black hole besiege UNIT Headquarters. The only person who can help the Doctor is... himself.
The Time Lords bring together the first three incarnations of the Doctor to discover the truth about the black hole and stop the energy drain.
The Doctors and their companions travel through the black hole itself, into a universe of anti-matter. Here they meet one of the very first Time Lords
- Omega, who gave his race the power to travel through time. Trapped for aeons in the black hole, he now plans to escape - whatever the cost.
This novel is based on a Doctor Who story which was originally broadcast from 30 December 1972 - 20 January 1973.
Featuring the first three Doctors as played by William Hartnell, Patrick Troughton, and Jon Pertwee, together with Jo Grant and the UNIT
organisation commanded by Brigadier Lethbridge-Stewart

Star Trek Department of Temporal Investigations 02
Forgotten History A Paperback $14.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781451657258
Christopher L Bennett
When a strange inactive vessel causes an anomaly in Federation territory, Agents Lucsly and Dulmer must search for answers in the history of James
T. Kirk's Enterprise and its many encounters with time travel to solve the mystery surrounding the origin of this ship.

Star Wars
Star Wars: The Essential Guide to Warfare Trade Paperback $39.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780345477620
Jason Fry
THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE TO THE ULTIMATE INTERGALACTIC BATTLEFIELD
Like many a great epic, Star Wars is rooted in a rich history of armed conflict. Now, for the first time, the facts, figures, and fascinating backstories
of major clashes and combatants in the vast Star Wars universe have been documented in one fully illustrated volume. Extensively researched and
inventively written, Star Wars: The Essential Guide to Warfare combines action-filled narrative with encyclopedic knowledge that:
explores notable military units and groups
traces the development of significant armaments and technologies
profiles key warship classes, ground units, and manufacturers
provides capsule biographies of great military leaders
presents eyewitness troopers accounts of combat
plus enough additional profiles, intel, history, and lore to span the cosmos!
Encompassing all of the Star Wars media, including the legendary films, the hit TV series Star Wars: The Clone Wars, the bestselling books, comics,
and videogames, and packed with original full-color artwork, Star Wars: The Essential Guide to Warfare is a conquering achievement.

Scourge A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780345511225
Jeff Grubb
In the heart of crime-ridden Hutt Space, a Jedi Scholar searches for justice.
While trying to obtain the coordinates of a secret, peril-packed, but potentially beneficial trade route, a novice Jedi is killed - and the motive for his
murder remains shrouded in mystery. Now his former Master, Jedi archivist Mander Zuma, wants answers, even as he fights to erase doubts about
his own abilities as a Jedi. What Mander gets is immersion into the perilous underworld of the Hutts as he struggles to stay one step ahead in a game
of smugglers, killers, and crime lords bent on total control.

Book of Sith: Secrets from the Dark Side Hardcover $120 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781612182612
Daniel Wallace
The black-and-red pyramid-shaped Sith case appears innocuous. But with the touch of a button, the door of the case lifts, accompanied by lights and
Star Wars sound effects. The secrets within are revealed?the Book of Sith slides into view. The Sith have existed in the galaxy for centuries, lurking,
waiting for their chance to seize control. As various Sith Lords emerged and rose to power, they recorded their thoughts, exploits, and plots for Sith
control of the galaxy. When they fell, their knowledge vanished with them forever. Or so it seemed. . . . Over the years, these writings were passed
among numerous Sith and Jedi, who added their comments to the pages. In his quest for domination, Darth Sidious tracked down what remained of
five pivotal Sith texts written by his most powerful predecessors. Then, drawing on the knowledge within the compiled pages, he wrote a sixth
text?his own manifesto. Together, these documents, along with several collected objects associated with them, shed light on the philosophy,
achievements, and failures of the Sith Order. For years, this collection remained hidden, existing as legend only. But now all who are tempted may
unlock the Book of Sith and delve into the dark side. . . . From the creators of The Jedi Path, in collaboration with Lucasfilm, Book of Sith reveals
the mystery and madness of the dark side?while introducing new characters, history, as well as sinister insights into what it means to be a Sith
Master. Recovered dark side texts: A chronicle by Sorzus Syn of her encounters with Sith Purebloods, explorations in alchemy, and the foundations
of the Sith Order. A war journal kept by Darth Malgus during the Great Galactic War, describing methods of war and the campaigns of the Sith
army. A source book by Darth Bane that details the idea and the philosophy behind the Rule of Two as well as the training required for a Sith. An
instructional manual by Mother Talzin exploring the Nightsisters? use of the dark side and their role as dark side mercenaries in the galaxy. A
scientific journal by Darth Plagueis with notes about his experimentation with and manipulation of the Force. Darth Sidious's manifesto about the
philosophy and political manipulation that marked his rise to power and established his Empire. Those who added their comments: Darth Sidious,
Darth Vader, Asajj Ventress, Yoda, Mace Windu, Quinlan Vos, and Luke Skywalker Removable features: A scrap of a Sith burial shroud, a battle
map from the Great Galactic War, a Sith lightsaber crystal, a Nightsister talisman, a diagram detailing Palpatine's political strategies during the Clone
Wars, and a propaganda poster for the Galactic Empire, and a note from Luke Skywalker Fully Illustrated, with Removable Features and a Motorized
Case Book Dimensions: 8.25" x 6.125" x 0.75" Case Dimensions: 11" x 11" x 6.25" Box Dimensions: 11.75" x 11.75" x 6.5"
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Apocalypse (Fate of the Jedi 09) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780099542797
Troy Denning
There can be no surrender.
There will be no mercy.
It's not just the future of the galaxy at stake
It's the destiny of the Force.
In the stunning finale of the epic Fate of the Jedi series, Jedi and Sith face off with Coruscant as their battlefield. For the Sith, it's the chance to
restore their dominance over the galaxy that forgot them for so long. For Abeloth, it's a giant step in her quest to conquer all life everywhere. For
Luke Skywalker, it's a call to arms to eradicate the Sith and their monstrous new master once and for all.
In a planetwide strike, teams of Jedi Knights take the Sith infiltrators by swift and lethal surprise. But victory against the cunning and savage
Abeloth, and the terrifying endgame she has planned, is anything but certain. And as Luke, Ben, Han, Leia, Jaina, Jag, and their allies close in, the
devastating truth about the dark side incarnate will be exposed and send shock waves through the Jedi Order, the galaxy, and the Force itself.

Vector 2 (Legacy 06) Trade Paperback $27.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781595822277
The Knights of the Old Republic, fearing for the future, activate Celeste Morne, who encounters Zayne Carrick, a Padawan who is accused of
murdering fellow Jedi; four thousand years into the future, the crew of the Uhumele come into conflict with Darth Vader and Celeste, who is now a
Jedi master.

Storms (Legacy 07) Trade Paperback $27.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781595823502
As the genocide against the Mon Calamari continues after the death of Emperor Dath Krayt, Admiral Gar Stazi of the Galactic Alliance and exemperor Roan Fel join forces, while a guilt-stricken Cade Skywalker goes into hiding.

Avengers / X-Men
X-Men: Season One Hardcover $34.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780785156451
Jamie McKelvie & Dennis Hopeless
Welcome to the X-Men's first year - hope you survive the experience! Professor Charles Xavier has recruited five of the most powerful mutants he's
ever seen, in order to save a world that hates and fears them. But there's only one problem - they're teenagers who have to survive hormones and
uncontrollable super-powers, all while fighting for their very lives. So right now's the perfect time for Magneto & the Brotherhood of Evil Mutants,
along with the Sentinels, Unus the Untouchable and more to make their bids for control of the world, right? The first class of X-Men are forged in
the fires of combat in ways you've never seen before. You only think you know the story!

Secret Avengers Vol 3: Run the Mission. Don't Get Caught Hardcover $27.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780785152552
Warren Ellis & Jamie McKelvie
A secret city buried a mile under America is discovered through the leakage of Von Doom radiation--a type of energy emitted only by time-travel
devices. The Secret Avengers hea underground to a weird metropolis forgotten for decades, because a time machine in the wrong hands is the worst
kind of WMD imaginable. Then: MI:13 learns that people are being abducted from villages in the former Yugoslavia--but the British government
refuses to act on it. Even the added strength of War Machine and Valkyrie cannot prepare the Secret Avengers for the next level in bioterror. Plus: a
can of matter the size of a football, mined from a broken universe, would be enough to turn the Earth into a sun. There are people who would do that
either to hold the planet ransome--or just to die knowing they took everyone else with them. And right now there are just three people--Steve Rogers,
The Black Widow and Shang-Chi--between us and total annihilation, trapped on a space station in the No-Zone.
COLLECTING: SECRET AVENGERS 16-21

Ultimate Comics Avengers vs New Ultimages: Death of Spiderman
Trade Paperback $27.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780785152736

Mark Millar & Stephen Segovia
IT. IS. ON! The two most powerful super-teams in the Ultimate Universe collide in the brawl of the century! A misunderstanding has brought these
two colossal teams to blows, and their battle may just spell the end for the Ultimate world!
COLLECTING: ULTIMATE COMICS AVENGERS vs. NEW ULTIMATES 1-6

Ultimate Comic X-Men Vol 1 Hardcover $27.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780785140153
Nick Spencer & 'Paco Medina
The biggest mutant cover-up has gone public as the true history of the X-Gene is revealed. the United States government has been outed as the XGene's creator and mutants have been branded terrorists. as an identity crisis rocks the mutant world, the mistrust between man and x-man gets
deeper ... and it is in this insanity that the X-Men emerge. Who are the X-Men? and how will they fare in a world where they are criminals? Will
these outlaw mutants be willing to defend mankind, when all of humanity cries out for their imprisonment?
COLLECTING: ULTIMATE COMICS X-MEN 1-6

Astonishing X-Men Ultimate Collection Bk2 Trade Paperback $39.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780785161950
Joss Whedon & John Cassaday
The chart-topping super-team of Joss Whedon (TV's Buffy The Vampire Slayer, Runaways) and John Cassaday (Planetary, Captain America) return
for more Astonishing X-Men!
The chart-topping super-team of Joss Whedon (TV's Buffy The Vampire Slayer, Runaways) and John Cassaday (Planetary, Captain America) return
for more Astonishing X-Men! If you thought their past efforts were full of shocks and surprises, hold onto your eyeballs because you haven't seen
anything yet!
Things go from peculiar to just plain bizarre as Emma Frost's erratic behavior sends the X-Men spinning in a nonstop downward spiral. Will an
unlikely union be the final straw? After secretly lying in wait for months, the new Hellfire Club makes its move!
Plus: The X-Man destined to destroy the Breakworld stands revealed! Who is it and what will be their fate? And will the X-Men be able to protect
Earth from certain destruction at the hands of the Breakworld? When it's all over, nothing will ever be the same! No, really, we mean it!

Ultimate Comics Avengers vs New Ultimages: Death of Spiderman
Trade Paperback $27.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780785152736

Leinil Yu
IT. IS. ON! The two most powerful super-teams in the Ultimate Universe collide in the brawl of the century! A misunderstanding has brought these
two colossal teams to blows, and their battle may just spell the end for the Ultimate world!
COLLECTING: ULTIMATE COMICS AVENGERS vs. NEW ULTIMATES 1-6
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Tarzan
Tarzan of the Apes Hardcover $35 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781598531640
Edgar Rice Burroughs
In 1888, in a makeshift cabin at the edge of the West African rainforest, a child is born to Lord and Lady Greystoke, a castaway English diplomat
and his young wife. After the doomed couple dies, their infant son is raised by the she-ape Kala, who calls the boy Tarzan - White-Skin - in the
language of her tribe. As Tarzan reaches adulthood, his strength and agility, quickness of mind, and skill with his father's knife make him the most
feared and respected creature in the jungle. But when he encounters others of his kind, including the beautiful Baltimore socialite Jane Porter, he
embarks on a far-flung quest for his birthright - the ways of so-called civilized man.
Tarzan first appeared in 1912 in the pages of The All-Story magazine and immediately captured the imaginations of American readers young and
old. His later triumphs in Hollywood, in comic strips, and on radio and television made him an international pop culture icon. On the occasion of his
centenary, The Library of America invites readers to rediscover Tarzan of the Apes, the pulp classic by Edgar Rice Burroughs that gave the world
the once and forever Lord of the Jungl e.

Games Related Books
Diablo
Diablo III: The Order Hardcover $39.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781416550785
Nate Kenyon
A tie-in to the release of Blizzard Entertainment's latest game bridges the story of one of Diablo's most popular characters, Deckard Cain, who as an
older man embarks on a mission to find the remnants of a Horadric cell and lead them back to Sanctuary.

Forgotten Realms
Venom In Her Veins A Paperback $12.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780786959846
Child of prophecy? Harbinger of Doom
Zaltys is a girl like any other to grow up ranging thejungles of the Southern Lluirwood. She's a crack shot with a bow and no stranger to the dangers
that lurk beneath the deep forest canopy.
On expedition with her family to harvest the forbidden terazul flower, a powerful drug that has gathered many a dreamer into its narcotic embrace,
Zaltys is about to unearth a truth long buried by the feculent loam of deception.
As the veil is lifted on the world Zaltys thought she knew, a pathway to the Underdark promises the answers her family never gave. Venturing forth
in search of truth, Zaltys finds betrayal to be a much easier quarry. But it will take more than a lode of lies to quell the Venom In Her Veins

The Rose of Sarifal (Moonshae Isles) A Paperback $14.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780786930265
Paulina Caliaborne
Unable to rest until her niece--the only threat to her claim to the throne--is dead, High Lady Ordalf sends a band of adventurers to seek out the
princess--a mad beauty who leads a nation of lycanthropes--and destroy her once and for all.

Salvatore's War of the Spider Queen: Dissolution, Insurrection, Condemnation
Trade Paperback $24.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780786959860

R A Salvatore, Thomas M Reid, Richard Lee Byers, Richard Baker
The War of the Spider Queen--the epic, six-book series from the fertile imaginations of R.A. Salvatore and a select group of the Forgotten Realms
best-selling authors--begins here. Ten years after its initial publication, we are packaging this ground-breaking series in two attractive collector's
editions.
Dissolution: While their whole world is changing around them, four dark elves struggle against different enemies. Yet their paths will lead them all
to the most terrifying discovery in the long history of the drow and set them on a quest to save not only Menzoberranzan but the entire dark elf race
from dissolution.
Insurrection: A hand-picked team of the most capable drow adventurers begin a perilous journey through the treacherous Underdark, all the while
surrounded by the chaos of war. Their path will take them through the very heart of darkness, and the Underdark will be shaken to its core. If the
powerful dark elves falter, the world below is open for insurrection.
Condemnation: From the burning sand of Anauroch to the labyrinthine Underdark, an epic quest for the very essence of the Spider Queen takes one
startling turn after another. Powerful forces are at work to discover where Lolth has gone. She may return as something greater than she was, or she
may have gone from her drow children forever, leaving them to their own devices in a chilling condemnation.

Legend of Drizzt: Neverwinter Tales Hardcover $39.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781613771563
R A & Geno Salvatore
The most popular character from the most popular fantasy world of all time comes to life in his first original comic book tale! Drizzt leads this
massive thriller into R.A. Salvatore's next blockbuster novel! Drizzt and his companion Dahlia hunt for something that seems part vampire and part
elite dwarven warrior and must find out how the evil lich Valindra Shadowmantle and her minion Korbin Dor'crae factor into the mystery.

Gears of War
Gears of War: The Slab Hardcover $39.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781439184073
Karen Traviss
Abandoning his post to rescue his weapons scientist father, war hero Marcus Fenix is sentenced to spend the rest of his life in a notorious prison
where he struggles to survive in a nightmarish environment of brutal criminals and corrupt guards.

Starcraft III
Devil's Due A Paperback $12.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781439196649
Christie Golden
The year is 2494. Almost five years ago, Jim Raynor and Tychus Findlay were members of the Heaven's Devils, an elite Confederate marine unit
praised for its nerves of steel and combat expertise. After making a stand against their corrupt commanding officer, the two men were forced to go
AWOL or risk being unjustly prosecuted and resocialized. Now, Raynor and Findlay are outlaws hounded by an unyielding interstellar marshal. Life,
however, has never been better. Each day is another chance to pilfer more credits from the Confederacy's deep coffers. Each night holds the promise
of spending their hard-earned profits in bars, brothels, and gambling halls. But a man can only run so far before the law-and his past-catches up with
him.
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Warhammer
Ulrika the Vampire: Bloodsworn A Paperback $18 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849701716
Nathan Long
Returning to Nuln after her adventures in Praag, Ulrika finds the Lahmian vampires preparing for war. Across the Old World, their rivals, the sinister
von Carsteins, attack their strongholds and lead the witch hunters to their hidden lairs. Spurned by her sisters, Ulrika forms an uneasy alliance with
the von Carsteins in a plot to destabilise the Empire by striking at its very heart – they plan nothing less than the assassination of Emperor Karl
Franz. With enemies on all sides and the Empire in flames, Ulrika must decide whether her future will see her living among the humans, or as their
enemy.

Dead Winter (Time of Legends) A Paperback $18 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849701501
C L Werner
More than a thousand years after the Age of Sigmar, the Empire he struggled to create rests on the edge of destruction – the reign of the greedy and
incompetent Emperor Boris Goldgather has shaken down the great and prosperous edifice of his erstwhile realm. Without warning, a terrible and
deadly plague strikes, wiping out entire villages and leaving towns eerily silent through the long frozen months. As the survivors struggle to maintain
order and a worthy military presence, vermin pour up from the sewers and caverns beneath the cities, heralding a new and unspeakable threat – the
insidious skaven!

Warhammer 40,000
The Emperors Gift (Grey Knights) Hardcover $42 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849701891
Aaron Dembski-Bowden
The Grey Knights are all that stands between mankind and the ravages of Chaos. Since their secretive beginnings during the Horus Heresy, these
legendary Space Marine daemon hunters have journeyed into the dark realms of the warp – and beyond – in pursuit of their supernatural enemies.
Through an intensive regime of psychic training, new recruits are brought to the clandestine fortress of Titan to join the hallowed and vaunted ranks
of the 666th Chapter. More than ever, these legendary battle-brothers must be vigilant and ever ready to defend the Imperium for the forces of Chaos
are never truly defeated, and Armageddon beckons…

Horus Heresy: Butcher's Nails CD $25 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849701792
Aaron Dembski-Bowden
The primarch Angron: gladiator-king and Horus’s lunatic attack dog. Never having hidden his resentment for his brothers, he now carves a bloody
swathe through the galaxy in the Warmaster’s name, with the Heresy providing a convenient excuse to indulge his love of brutal warfare. When they
are tasked with a secretive mission alongside the Word Bearers Legion, the World Eaters’ violent tendencies soon attract the attention of xenos
raiders, troubled by the portents surrounding the primarch’s berserk fury and his ultimate destiny as ‘the Blood God’s son’…

The Primarchs (Horus Heresy) A Paperback $18 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849702072
Christian Dunn
Created in the Emperor’s own image, the primarchs had long thought themselves to be princes of the universe and masters of their own destiny –
they led the Space Marine Legions in glorious conquest of the galaxy, and no enemy of the Imperium could stand against them. However, even
amongst this legendary brotherhood, the seeds of dissent had been sown long before the treacherous Warmaster Horus declared his grand heresy.
Gathered within this anthology are four novellas focusing on some of the mightiest warriors and leaders that mankind has ever known – Fulgrim,
Lion El’Jonson, Ferrus Manus and the twin primarchs Alpharius and Omegon – and the roles that they may have yet to play in a war which threatens
to change the face of the Imperium forever.

Void Stalker (Night Lords 03) A Paperback $18 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849701488
Aaron Dembski-Bowden
Talos and the rest of First Claw continue down their dark path, until it crosses that of the alien eldar - the Farseers of the Ulthwe craftworld divine a
great threat posed by the Night Lords, and seek to bring the myriad skeins of fate back into alignment before their prophecy can be fulfilled. With the
wrath of the ancients upon them, Talos reluctantly leads his warriors into battle once more…

Architect Of Fate (Space Marine Battles) B Paperback $20 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849701525
Christian Dunn (Editor), Ben Counter, John French, Darius Hinks, Sarah Cawkwell
Collected for the first time, all four parts of the Architect of Fate novella series are presented in a single printed volume. The infamous Kairos
Fateweaver, greater daemon of Tzeentch and master of manipulation, has discovered the limits of his power - even one so prescient as he cannot
divine beyond the event horizon at the end of the 41st Millennium. The Space Marines stand against the darkness, and yet on countless battlefields
they play unwitting roles in the schemes of Fateweaver. From the doomed world of Taranis, through the embattled corridors of the Endeavour of
Will, to the borders of the Eye of Terror itself, friend and foe alike follow the great plan that he set in motion many thousands of years ago. But not
even the Architect of Fate himself can foresee the destiny that lies in wait for him…

Eye of Vengeance (Ultramarines) CD $25 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849701549
Graham McNeill & Sean Barrett
When the twisted Dark Mechanicus priests of the Bloodborn descend upon Quintarn, the Ultramarines are quick to move in defence of their prized
agri-world. However, it soon becomes apparent that the planet’s fate will not be decided by the massed battle companies of the Space Marines, but
by the actions of just one lowly sergeant – Torias Telion. A master marksman and Scout with a long history of service to the Chapter, Telion must
now face the worst of the Bloodborn’s technological terrors and secure the city of Idrisia from the enemy advance, if the Ultramarines are to have
any hope of prevailing against an enemy whose numbers swell with every victory.
Audio drama, approx running time 1 hour, 5 minutes.
Narrated by Sean Barrett, performed by Rupert Degas and Saul Reichlin

Ultramarines: The Second Omnibus B Paperback $27 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849701730
Graham McNeill
The Ultramarines have been the honourable cornerstone of the Adeptus Astartes throughout their ten thousand year history. Captain Uriel Ventris
fights to prove that he is worthy to return to the hallowed ranks of the Chapter after his exile to the Eye of Terror, and that he is free of the insidious
taint of Chaos. But as the Iron Warriors move against Ultramar, a grim premonition comes to light: Ventris will have a part to play in the coming
war, for good or ill.
The ongoing story of the Ultramarines continues in this omnibus edition, featuring the novels The Killing Ground, Courage and Honour and The
Chapter’s Due, as well as exciting short stories from New York Times best selling author Graham McNeill.
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Roleplaying Games, Wargames, Boardgames and Card Games
Flock Pink 742 $3.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=19729
Lichen Green 924 $3.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=19736
Round Base 25mm Ruins

$7.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=19743

Flight Stand 60mm Acrylic Magnetic $10.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=19750
Stand to hold figurine of flying vehicle above battlescape board. Made of clear acrylic.

Skirmish Tray 20mm 5x2 $4.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=19767
Tray to hold figurines set on 20mm bases. Made of MDF.

Conversion Tray 25mm 5x2 $3.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=19774
Tray to hold figurines set on 25mm bases. Made of MDF.

Coherency Tray 25mm Model 5

$3.45 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=19781
Tray to hold figurines set on 25mm bases. Made of MDF.

Green Stuff 6 Inches

$12.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=19798
A 2 part setting putty for modeling shapes. Sets into a paintable plastic. Come in a ribbon of the correct ratio of the2 parts.

Dice: Set of 7 Polyhedral Dark Grey with Copper Numerals Dice $16 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=19811
Colourful dice to enhance your game. Suitable for Dungeons and Dragons or other role playing games. We love dice and so do many gamers.
Includes one each of d4, d6, d8, d10, d10%, d12, d20 The set of 7 dice come in a clear perspex box.

Dice: Set of 7 Polyhedral Copper-green with White Numerals Dice $16 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=19828
Colourful dice to enhance your game. Suitable for Dungeons and Dragons or other role playing games. We love dice and so do many gamers.
Includes one each of d4, d6, d8, d10, d10%, d12, d20 The set of 7 dice come in a clear perspex box.

Carcassonne $45 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=655132001700
A clever tile-laying game. The southern French city of Carcassonne is famous for its unique Roman and Medieval fortifications. The players develop
the area around Carcassonne and deploy their followers on the roads, in the cities, in the cloisters, and in the fields. The skill of the players to
develop the area will determine who is victorious.

Magic the Gathering
Avacyn Restored Booster Pack $6.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=653569713982
This is one booster pack of 15 randomly selected cards.
The Avacyn Restored TCG set features 244 black-bordered cards, including randomly inserted premium versions of all cards in the set.
Ignite the Dawn
The archangel Avacyn has returned! A bright, fiery dawn banishes Innistrad’s shadows. Humanity takes up arms and drives back the creatures of the
night. With flights of angels overhead, the righteous band together and wield holy light and miraculous magic to restore the balance of their world.

Avacyln Restored Booster Box Box $160 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=653569713999
This is a box of 36 booster packs. Each booster pack contains 15 random cards.
The Avacyn Restored TCG set features 244 black-bordered cards, including randomly inserted premium versions of all cards in the set.
Ignite the Dawn
The archangel Avacyn has returned! A bright, fiery dawn banishes Innistrad’s shadows. Humanity takes up arms and drives back the creatures of the
night. With flights of angels overhead, the righteous band together and wield holy light and miraculous magic to restore the balance of their world.

Avacyn Restored Intro Pack $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=653569714255
Intro Packs are ready-to-play 60-card decks that include a foil premium rare and come packaged with a booster pack for the current set, a strategy
insert, and a Magic "learn to play" guide. They're intended for beginning players who want to get a feel for the new set.
The Avacyn Restored Intro Packs come in 5 different types:
Angelic Might: Dawn arrives on white wings! The flights of angels under Avacyn’s command are your weapons, carrying divine retribution to your
enemies. The "Angelic Might" deck unites celestial shepherds and their earthly flock.
Solitary Fiends: Direct the theater of war and put a deadly force center stage. The "Solitary Fiends" deck contains spells that clear the way for your
singular threats to dominate the scene. The battle is yours to control.
Slaughterhouse: Dark mayhem! The destruction of the Helvault released Avacyn—but also a host of demonic and infernal forces. Show your
enemies to death’s door with the "Slaughterhouse" deck, brimming with murderous spells
Fiery Dawn: The light breaks through Innistrad’s clouded sky. Humanity seizes the moment and races to drive back the darkness. Reclaim what’s
yours with the "Fiery Dawn" deck, an aggressive deck that channels your zeal.
Bound by Strength: The allies of Avacyn reinforce each other’s convictions. With the "Bound by Strength" deck, use the new soulbond mechanic to
bind together creatures of divergent natures. They will lend each other power against your foes.

Avacyn Restorned Fat Pack $59.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=653569714637
Fat Packs are great value and a good way to launch into a new MTG set. Always popular. This Fat Pack contains:
Nine 15-card Avacyn Restored booster packs
A pack of 80 Avacyn Restored basic land
A sleeve that unfolds to reveal an Avacyn Restored mural
A card box with art from Avacyn, Angel of Hope
Two deck boxes
The Avacyn Restored Player's Guide, which contains a visual encyclopedia of every card in the set, plus play tips and story background information
A learn-to-play insert
An exclusive Avacyn Restored Spindown Life Counter
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Song of Ice and Fire
Game of Thrones Boardgame 2nd Edition Box $90 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781589947207
George R R Martin
Based on the best-selling novel series A Song of Ice and Fire by George R. R. Martin, A Game of Thrones: The Board Game Second Edition lets 3-6
players take control of the great houses of Westeros in an epic struggle to claim the Iron Throne.
The updated second edition brings a host of enhancements to your A Game of Thrones experience. It incorporates elements from previous
expansions, including ports, garrisons, Wildling cards, and Siege engines, while introducing welcome new innovations. Convenient player screens
will hide your underhanded dealings from prying eyes, while new Tides of Battle cards convey the uncertainty of war. This, along with updated
graphics and a clarified ruleset, means the time has never been better to claim the Iron Throne. Includes:
1 Rulebook and 1 Game Board, 138 Plastic Units, 105 Cards, 6 Player Screens, 266 Tokens and Overlays

Citadel
Water Effect 2012 Bottle $41 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921031542
The Citadel Water Effect can be used to achieve a huge variety of effects, and is suitable no matter what army you collect. It can help you create
rivers or pools of water on gaming boards or Citadel Miniatures. It's also useful if you wanted to give a shiny high-gloss finish to gemstones, or even
to create a suitably disgusting slime effect (Papa Nurgle will be pleased).
This bottle contains 120ml of Citadel Water Effect, which is designed for use on plastic, metal and resin Citadel miniatures.

White Dwarf #389 May 2012 Magazine $11.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921031979
Inside this month's issue:
Tomb Worlds Unleashed: We showcase the latest reinforcements for the Necrons, and Codex author Mat Ward offers some tactical tips and insights
about how to use them on the battlefield.
How To Paint Citadel Miniatures Part Two: In the second part of our comprehensive painting guide, the Hobby Team show us how to paint
everything from Dark Eldar Kabalite armour to the rotting flesh of a Crypt Ghoul.
Army Project: Necrons: Army painter Chris Peach returns to his Necron army, showing us how to paint models from the Nihilakh Dynasty.
Colours of the Empire: Each of the Empire's provinces maintains its own standing army of state troops, all of whom proudly wear their state colours.
In this article we show you how to paint them all!
Uniforms & Heraldry of the Empire: Demigryph Knights: Neil Hodgson and Robin Cruddace present an extra chapter for the Uniforms & Heraldry
of the Empire, exploring the various Knightly Orders that ride to battle atop fearsome Demigryphs.
Tome of Battle: Night Of A Thousand Arcane Duels: Magical mayhem descends upon the Empire, complete with a new scenario, spells and artefacts
for Storm of Magic.
Death World's Scenery Showcase: To accompany the new Death Worlds Battle Missions in last month's White Dwarf, Chad Mierzwa made two
great scenery sets. We take a closer look at the finished pieces.

Warhammer
Nemsor Zahndrekh Figurine $29 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921023417
Nemesor Zahndrekh was once counted amongst the greatest generals in the dynasties. By his campaigns of conquest did the world of Gidrim rise
from ruling a small and insignificant planet on the fringes of the galaxy, to the iron-handed governance of a dozen star systems. Zahndrekh's armies
are an ever-present peril upon the galaxy's eastern fringe, yet for all his military genius, Zahndrekh does not see reality as it truly is. His mind
suffered damage during the Great Sleep and, as a consequence, he is trapped deep in the past, in the Wars of Secession that wracked his corner of the
dynasties. In his mind he fights these campaigns still as a creature flesh and blood, crushing rebellious kings and bringing their domains back into the
fold. Wherever possible, Zahndrekh ensures that enemy commanders are captured, not killed, and therefore treated as honoured prisoners.
Whilst Nemesor Zahndrekh's mind might not always be in the right place, his phenomenal skills and equipment ensures that he's more than capable
of dealing with whatever your enemy throws at him. Able to lend special rules to your other Necron units - and take special rules away from your
enemies - Nemesor Zahndrekh is also well-protected and remarkably resilient. If that doesn't annoy your foes, then the fact that he can unleash
searing bolts of energy at them will certainly do the trick.
This pack contains Nemesor Zahndrekh - a finely detailed resin cast kit that comes in three components, and is supplied with a 25mm round base.
This miniature is supplied unpainted and requires assembly.

Empire Battalion 2012 Figurine $165 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921030569
The Empire is the largest and most powerful realm in the Old World. Founded by the warrior-god Sigmar, it is built up of city-states and provinces
that are now bound together under the rule of the Emperor Karl Franz. Only through the actions of its tireless citizens, valiant heroes and mighty war
machines, has it repelled the numerous invasions brought against it. Though the pride of the nation is undoubtedly the cosmopolitan cities where the
pinnacle of human achievements can be found, the discipline and martial skill of its professional armies are also rightfully famous throughout the
Old World.
The Empire Battalion is the perfect way for a newly enlisted Empire General to start an army. It contains a large number of State Troops, a suitably
impressive artillery piece and a unit of highly disciplined Knights to charge gloriously at the enemy. The Battalion is also a fantastic way for existing
Generals with established moustaches to expand their Empire forces by adding more regiments and firepower.
This set contains 20 Empire State Troops (which include the option for a command group); 10 State Handgunners (which can alternatively be built as
10 Crossbowmen and includes the option for a command group); a Great Cannon and three crew members (which can alternatively be built as a
Mortar); and 8 Empire Knights (which include the option for a command group). These miniature are supplied unpainted and require assembly.

Vargard Obyron Figurine $27 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921030644
Vargard Obyron is aide and protector of Nemesor Zahndrekh, and has stood steadfast as his side from their very first campaign. Unlike his master,
Obyron is very much aware of the changes wrought upon their existence, but has long since abandoned any attempt to awaken Zahndrekh to reality.
So, like any dedicated servant, Obyron attends to all the loose ends created by Zahndrekh's eccentricities, chief of which are seeing to it that
'honoured' prisoners of war are 'killed whilst trying to escape', and that upstart Lords of the Royal Court are either silenced or disposed of.
While Vargard Obyron is the well-known bodyguard for Nemesor Zahndrekh, he is a ferocious military commander in his own right. His marshall
skills combined with his immense strength means that he is a warrior that few enemy heroes will want to fight. One wrong move is all it takes for
Vargard Obyron to slice them in half. He also possesses the ability to cut through dimensions and reappear across the battlefield, taking with him any
of the units that he commands. It's a great way to ensure Vargard Obyron's incredible skills are employed against the most worthy enemy.
This pack contains Vargard Obyron - a finely detailed resin cast kit that comes in two components, and is supplied with a 25mm round base. This
miniature is supplied unpainted and requires assembly.
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Warhammer 40,000
Illuminor Szeras Figurine $39 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921030651
Illuminor Szeras labours to unravel the mysteries of life, for he fears that he would be a poor sort of god without the secrets of life at his fingertips.
Szeras has been on the bring of understanding for many centuries, yet somehow final comprehension always escapes him. Though this is his
obsession, his aptitude for augmenting the weaponry, and even the mechanical bodies of his fellow Necrons, is peerless. On occasion, Szeras' talents
are in such demand that he can name his own price - invariably a harvesting raid targeted against a world of his choosing. Above all, Szeras
cherishes Eldar subjects, as they inevitably produce more intriguing results than any other of the galaxy's creatures. Once seized, his specimens can
look forward only to a pain-filled, though not necessarily brief, existence in the bloodstained laboratory catacombs of Zantragora.
Illuminor Szeras specialises in delivering pain to your enemies. His gaze of flame means that any foes that manage to get close to him will be
stopped in their tracks. That's quite handy, really, as he can then examine their suitability for being harvested and taken back to his laboratory. Of
course, if he's already obliterated them from the other side of the battlefield with his eldritch lance, then their charred remains might not be of much
practical use. Still, there's probably plenty more where they came from.
This pack contains Illuminor Szeras - a finely detailed resin cast kit that comes in seven components, and is supplied with a 40mm round base. This
miniature is supplied unpainted and requires assembly.

Necron Triarch Stalker Figurine $79 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921030668
Like an enormous mechanical spider, a Triarch Stalker looms over the battlefield with its multiple slicing limbs and devastating weaponry controlled
by a high-ranking Triarch Praetorian. When a Triarch Stalker advances, it does so with a speed and surety that belies its jerking gait. Indeed, it can
cover all manner of terrain with a deftness and precision seldom found in the walkers of less advanced races. While the Triarch Stalker can mount a
wide array of anti-infantry and anti-armour weaponry, it is most commonly employed as a dedicated tank-hunter. They can easily outmanoeuvre
more cumbersome tracked vehicles, the better to unleash their withering firepower against the thinner armour presented by the target's flanks and
rear.
Your Triarch Stalkers can often be found at the head of your Necron assault, scuttling in front of your legion to tackle those particularly stubborn
foes. Like all Necron commanders, you will have factored in a requirement for destroying tanks, and the Triarch Stalker's focussed heat ray will do
the job nicely. Once you run out of tanks to destroy, you can then set to work on wiping out any infantry.
This multi-part plastic boxed set contains 75 components with which to build one Necron Triarch Stalker, and comes with two Necron transfer
sheets. This kit is supplied unpainted and requires assembly.

Necron Tomb Blades Figurine $66 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921030675
The Tomb Blade has a curious motion for a craft of its design, eschewing the arrow-straight attack vectors of other jetbikes and fighter craft. It often
corkscrews across the battlefield rather than taking a more direction approach. No flesh and blood pilot could ever hope to contend with such an
anarchic approach without succumbing to blackouts and nausea, but such hazards have no hold over machines. Tomb Blades often operate far ahead
of the main army, striking at lightly defended positions, supply convoys and other targets of opportunity. Such is the Tomb Blade's unpredictable
advance that the piercing white of its dimensional repulsors is often the only clue to its approach. Astute enemies dive for any cover they can find;
others disintegrate as the air around them explodes in a blaze of unstable energy.
Tomb Blades are the perfect unit for taking out your enemy's most irritating units. People who fight against your Necron Army imagine them to be
an implacable wall of metal, which advances steadily across the battlefield. Your enemies will be pretty surprised, therefore, when a wave of razorsharp, fast-moving Tomb Blades descend from the sky and mow down their troops with concentrated Tesla fire.
This multi-part plastic boxed set contains 162 components with which to build three Necron Tomb Blades. This set comes with two small flying
stems, two long flying stems, three small flying bases and two Necron transfer sheets. This set is supplied unpainted and requires assembly

Necron Canoptek Wraiths Figurine $79 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921030682
While a Tomb World slumbers, Canoptek Wraiths are its eyes and ears. Canoptek Wraiths flit silently through the dusty halls, patrolling for intruders
and inspecting systems for damage and decay. Its most notable feature is its dimensional destabilisation matrix - a phase shifter that allows it to skip
in and out of reality. While originally designed to allow a Canoptek Wraith to reach into and repair solid machinery, the dimensional destabilisation
matrix is no less valuable when dealing with intruders. A Canoptek Wraith can phase its claws and tendrils inside an opponent, swiftly resolidifying
them to sever arteries, nerve clusters and other vital pathways without leaving an external mark to show for it.
There's always going to be an enemy unit that's going to mess with your strategy, and the Canoptek Wraiths are ideal for taking down that unit.
Because of their speed and their ability to move undeterred through terrain (quite literally), the Canoptek Wraiths can soon hunt down the most
irritating models within your enemy's army, no matter where they're hiding, ensuring that your well-calculated plans are brought back into line.
This multi-part plastic boxed set contains 135 components with which to build three Necron Canoptek Wraiths. This set comes with three 40mm
round bases. This set is supplied unpainted and requires assembly

Necron Canoptek Spyder Figurine $55 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921030699
Unlike their Necron masters, Canoptek Spyders never sleep, but while away the aeons servicing the structures of their Tomb World. Though the
Canoptek Spyder is essentially an automated drone, it is still a formidable foe when the situation demands. Any enemy foolish enough to stray within
reach of the Canoptek Spyder will have flesh scoured from bone by an array of mechanical tools and pincers. If a triad of Canoptek Spyders operate
together, one takes overall command, harnessing the processing capacity of the others to create a supermind far greater than the sum of its parts. This
hyper-efficiency is passed on to all Canoptek Wraiths and Canoptek Scarabs in the immediate vicinity, allowing a co-ordinated and precise response
to any threat - and ensuring the safety of their slumbering masters.
When it comes to ferocious mechanical constructs, you can't get much nastier than a Canoptek Spyder. If it isn't tearing apart enemy infantry or tanks
with an array of hooks and blades, then it can be used to repair your damaged vehicles. The icing on the cake (or the chip on the circuit board whatever the Necron equivalent of cake is) is that, even in the heat of battle, it can spawn Canoptek Scarabs to boost your war efforts and irritate
your foes.
This multi-part plastic boxed set contains 30 components with which to build one Necron Canoptek Spyder. This kit comes with two ball socket
stems and one large flying base. This kit is supplied unpainted and requires assembly.
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Contemporary and Historical Fiction and Other Books
Books in this section are unlikely to be held as stock, but are available by request. We cheerfully order in any available book for our
readers, including computer texts, reference books, fiction such these listed here, etc. Maximise your Infinitas Guild points, we are
keen for the business, but note it will take a week or two for the book to arrive once ordered for you.
Cassandra Clare
City of Lost Souls (Mortal Instruments 05) Trade Paperback $24.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781406339147
Mortal Instruments continues -- and so do the thrills and danger for Jace, Clary and Simon Clary and the Shadowhunters struggle to piece together
their shattered world after a betrayal by one of their own leaves them reeling.

Brett Cohen
Stuff Every Dad Should Know

Hardcover $12.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781594745539
You've Got Children. We've Got Answers.
From changing diapers and burping babies to building sand castles and hosting a sleepover party, this book is loaded with Stuff Every Dad Should
Know. Readers will discover:
How to Rid a Room of Monsters
How to Squelch a Temper Tantrum
How to Assign Chores
How to Discuss the Birds and the Bees
How to Save for College
Plus family road-trip survival skills, advice for healthy nutrition, a guide to bonding with moody teenagers, and much, much more!

Rhys Darby
This Way to Spaceship Trade Paperback $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780733628764
In This Way to Spaceship, comedian Rhys Darby, one of the stars of HBO's hit show Flight of the Conchords, reaches back into the story of his
dramatic, unforgettable, action-packed life to show us all how we can get noticed, make it big and survive.
You've probably heard the rumours about the world ending in 2012 right?
Did you know that the smart and powerful people are secretly building three giant spaceships in which to make a getaway but it's only for them? And
did you also know that to get on one of those spaceships and escape you've got to be a VIP? That's right, you've got to MAKE IT BIG!
You didn't know? You don't know how? Rhys Darby has written just the book for you.
Get noticed? Dance like a demon? Score with the opposite sex? Not just talk the talk but walk the talk as you walk? And achieve fame and fortune?
This book won't just change your life - it will save it!
The result is a book as zany and hilarious as Rhys Darby himself. Now is the time to act, people!' shouts Darby. 'Get off your ass and make sure
you're on the invite list.'
'But just to start with: read this book!'

John Kenneth Galbraith
The Affluent Society B Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780140285192
As relevant today as when it was first published over forty years ago, The Affluent Society was recently named one of the New York Public
Library's 'Books of the Twentieth Century'. Wittily, gracefully, devastatingly, Professor Galbraith attacks some of our most cherished economic
myths. Why worship work and productivity if many of the goods we produce are superfluous – artificial 'needs' created by high-pressure advertising?
Why begrudge expenditure on vital public works while ignoring waste and extravagance in the private sector of the economy? Classical economics
was born in a harsh world of mass poverty, and has left us with a set of preconceptions ill-adapted to the realities of our own richer age. And so, too
often, 'the bland lead the bland'. Our unfamiliar problems need a new approach, and the reception given to this famous book has shown the value of
its fresh, lively ideas.

Art Markman
Smart Thinking: How to Think Big, Innovate and Outperform Your Rivals B Paperback $19.99
www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780749957681
Think smart people are just born that way Think again. Art Markman, one of the premier cognitive scientists in this field, demonstrates the difference
between raw intelligence and 'smarter' thinking. Using examples from his own lab and stories from the worlds of business and popular culture,
Markman shows it is possible to learn to be a smarter thinker. In doing so, you can reap the benefits in every area of your life. Smart Thinking
provides: 1. The means to replace self-limiting habits with new behaviours that foster smart thinking, 2. An understanding of the mind itself as well
as memory, 3. The ability to define and solve problems more efficiently, 4. Ways to present and process information effectively. Using the tools and
practical exercises provided in Smart Thinking, you too can access the skills needed to achieve your personal goals and create your own 'culture of
smart thinking' at work and home.

Chuck Palahniuk
Fugitives and Refugees Hardcover $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781400047833
An insider takes readers on a walking tour of Portland, Oregon, revealing the city's quirky, cheap, and wild side as he visits unusual museums,
offbeat annual festivals and events, scenes of ghostly hauntings, strange local customs, and more.

Don Pendleton
Rebel Trade (Executioner) A Paperback $14.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780373644025
After pirates murder the innocent crew of a U.S. merchant vessel off the coast of Namibia, Mack Bolan is sent in to restore balance and burn the
African rebel group behind the attack to the ground.
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Alex Rutherford
The Tainted Throne (Empire of the Moghul) Trade Paperback $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780755347612
The greatest story you never knew - how one of the most powerful empires in the history of the world rose to greatness, and destroyed itself.
The brutal battle for power continues in the fourth book in the epic Empire of the Moghul series.
Agra, India, 1606. Jahangir, the triumphant Moghul Emperor and ruler of most of the Indian subcontinent, is doomed. No amount of wealth and
ruthlessness can protect him from his sons' desire for power. The glorious Moghul throne is worth any amount of bloodshed and betrayal; once
Jahangir raised troops against his own father; now he faces a bloody battle with Khurram, the ablest of his warring sons.
Worse is to come. Just as the heirs of Timur the Great share intelligence, physical strength and utter ruthlessness, they also have a great weakness for
wine and opium. Once Jahangir is tempted, his talented wife, Mehrunissa, is only too willing to take up the reins of empire. And with Khurram and
his half-brothers each still determined to be their father's heir, the savage battle for the Moghul throne will be more ferocious than even Timur could
have imagined...

Robert J Shiller
Finance and the Good Society Hardcover $39.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780691154886
The reputation of the financial industry could hardly be worse than it is today in the painful aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis. New York Times
best-selling economist Robert Shiller is no apologist for the sins of finance--he is probably the only person to have predicted both the stock market
bubble of 2000 and the real estate bubble that led up to the subprime mortgage meltdown. But in this important and timely book, Shiller argues that,
rather than condemning finance, we need to reclaim it for the common good. He makes a powerful case for recognizing that finance, far from being a
parasite on society, is one of the most powerful tools we have for solving our common problems and increasing the general well-being. We need
more financial innovation--not less--and finance should play a larger role in helping society achieve its goals.
Challenging the public and its leaders to rethink finance and its role in society, Shiller argues that finance should be defined not merely as the
manipulation of money or the management of risk but as the stewardship of society's assets. He explains how people in financial careers--from CEO,
investment manager, and banker to insurer, lawyer, and regulator--can and do manage, protect, and increase these assets. He describes how finance
has historically contributed to the good of society through inventions such as insurance, mortgages, savings accounts, and pensions, and argues that
we need to envision new ways to rechannel financial creativity to benefit society as a whole.
Ultimately, Shiller shows how society can once again harness the power of finance for the greater good.

Michael Smith
Killer Elite B Paperback $24.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780304367276
The inside story of America's most secret Special Forces unit
America's most secret Special Forces unit does not even have a name. Formed as the 'Intelligence Support Activity', it has had a succession of
innocuous titles to hide its ferocious purpose. It exists to 'undertake activities only when other intelligence or operational support elements are
unavailable or inappropriate'. Translated from Pentagon-speak, this means operating undercover in the world's most dangerous places, penetrating
enemy organizations including Al Qa'eda, Hamas and Islamic Jihad. 'The Activity' combines the spy work of the CIA with the commando/SAS role
of the Green Berets. It not only provides the intelligence on the ground - it translates it into 'direct action'. This is the unit that located Saddam
Hussein. It is now dedicated to the hunt for Osama bin Laden. From its creation, in the wake of the abortive Iranian Hostage rescue mission, to the
rescue of hostages and the killing of terrorist leaders, this is the untold story of America's secret soldiers.

Tomas Transtromer
The Deleted Worlds Trade Paperback $24.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780374533533
A short selection of haunting, meditative poems from the winner of the 2011 Nobel Prize in Literature.

Mark Urban
Task Force Black: The explosive true story of the SAS and the secret war in Iraq

B Paperback $24.99
www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780349123554
The real story of Britain's war in Iraq has never been told - until now . . .
The book the MoD doesn't want you to read' Daily Mail
Soon after British and American forces invaded Iraq they faced an insurgency that was almost impossible to understand, let alone reverse.
Facing defeat, the Coalition waged a hidden war within a war. Major-General Stan McChrystal devised a campaign fusing special forces, aircraft,
and the latest surveillance technology with the aim of taking down the enemy faster than it could regenerate. Guided by intelligence, a small British
special forces team met the car bombers' fire with fire and accounted for thousands of insurgents.

Gift Vouchers

Where’s That Book?

Spoilt for choice? What to get as a
gift? We offer gift vouchers in
values of $10, $20, $42, $50 and
$100.
42? - Because it is the answer to
life the universe and everything.

Is the book you want not listed?
We order unlisted books in our
database all the time. We have
access into several suppliers’
databases to check availability.
Computer texts, history,
biographies, etc. Ask us if there
is something that interests you.
All purchases can earn you
reward points.
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Blokey Stuff
Torch: L7

$39.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=4029113705806
Lightweight high performance torch. Body made from polycarbonate, a very strong plastic.
Lumens 115
Diameter
38mm
Length 130mm
Weight 140g
Batteries
3x AAA
Battery Life
42 h
Focus Twist

Torch: P6

$79.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=4029113840606
Reduced Price! Was $110
2AA high performance single LED chip.
Single hand speed focusing system.
Rear cap button switch.
LED
1 x Cree
Length 167,7 mm
Weight 122 g
Luminous
80 lm
Batteries
2 x AA
Energy tank
8.4 Wh
Burning life
40 h
Comes with belt pouch, wrist lanyard and the required 2 AA batteries. Nicely made, focuses to down to a spot very well, compact and bright.

Old Boy's Walking Stick

$34.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5022782666477
For the old fossil living life in the fast lane.
Hand crafted in real wood, this is the last word in envrironmentally friendly mobility asistance technology!
Bell for warning young yobs to get out of the way.
Rear view mirror for safe overtaking.
Bracket for holding colostomy bag/pacemaker batteries/shopping.
Stubby holder for essential refreshment supplies.
Come with "Go Faster" stripes as an additional accessory.
Clear the footpath - Old Boy coming through.

Strop Solingen

$99.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9315455651860
Total length 47cm, stropping length 30cm, width 4.5cm, canvas backed. Metal fittings at each end, including swivel at top.
Prima Rindleder, made in Germany.

Shaving Soap Amber

$14.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9315455655035
Luxurious glycerine shave soap with avocardo oil and vitamin E.
This shave soap is a clear orange brown colour.

Shaving Soap Lime

$14.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9315455655066
Luxurious shave soap. Lime glycerine with Aloe Vera.
This shave soap is a clear green colour.

Shaving Soap Bay Rum

$14.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9315455655097
Luxurious glycerine shave soap. Contains Avocado oil and Vitamin E.
This is our best selling shave soap. The quality is great, and the subtle fragrance (Bay Rum) is a traditional barbers scent. Soaps up lovely and
smooth.

Bottle Opener Ring

$5 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9320383429283
This is keeping a bottle opener handy! This gents style finger ring will open crown seal beer bottles.
Imagine the pickup line jokes - Would you like to see what I can do with one finger?
Assorted sizes.

Yard Glass

$69.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9320383458368
2750ml hand blown yard glass with free standing wooden stand.
This is a new model with a superior wooden stand and better packing. Assembly is required for the stand which comes in three
pieces with screws.
This is a fragile and bulky item. We do post these around Australia, but this requires some luck as breakages can occur, so we would
rather you picked up in store.
A yard glass is required equipment for a 21st birthday party - and expected to be donated by your mates.

Watch: Clip Analogue/Digital Black

$59.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9331393000331
Sturdy watch that clips onto your belt (or backpack, etc). Analouge dial with 3 mini dials and digital display for extra functions.
Black face with silver coloured body.
The carabeener style clip is intergral to the watch body so there are no wrist strap pins to break.
Great for people who want to keep their arms free for their work.
Comes in a metal gift box.
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